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Transnational Organized
Crime (TOC): A Major
Threat for the World
General Aziz Ahmed

Transnational Organized
Crime
(TOC), commonly
known as Transnational Threat, has
grown to be a
major concern for
countries around
the world. Exploiting the scope of
globalization and
information technology, recently transnational threat has proliferated across borders posing serious challenges to
border management and national security. Globalization, for needs of its purpose, has triggered
global business, speedy communication, higher
mobility, quick financial transactions, and interconnectedness. Consequently, it has also paved
the way for the transnational threat to flourish,

diversify, and expand their activities. Transnational threat also exploits the scope of quick
travel, faster trade, rapid money movements,
speedy telecommunications, and information
technology for their rapid growth. Organized
crime today affects almost all the states from the
perspective of threat to national security, socioeconomic and political infrastructure, and territorial integrity.

“Transnational organized crime involves committing of criminal business activities by organized
groups or permanent criminal networks. They
usually work in more than one country” (Reuter
& Petrie 1999). “Organized violence and corruption are the usual means they adopt to pursue
their mission” (Finckenauer & Voronin 2001).
They are a non-military threat in nature. Objectively they differ from terrorism. The objective of
transnational threat is economical, while the objective of terrorism is mainly political. Transna- 
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tional crimes commonly include smuggling, drug
trafficking, money laundering, human trafficking,
illegal trade of weapons and explosives, secret and
illegal trade of endangered species, body parts or
nuclear material, cybercrime, and many more.
Transnational crime is and will continue to be an
issue of prime concern to policymakers in the 21st
century.

There are multiple reasons why transnational security threats have grown to be of serious concern
to various nations or states. “First, the detrimental effects and consequences of transnational
threats do not remain confined to one state only;
rather spill over to countries. Second, transnational threats systematically damage the economic, social, and political development of the
subjected country or countries. Third, transnational threats are difficult to be dealt decisively
due to varied national-level legislation and lack of
transnational collaborative mechanisms. Fourth,
in recent times, the favorable environment provided by the failing and weak states, ungoverned
territory and even the ethnic or cultural enclaves

in the stable states helped in the rapid proliferation of transnational organized crime” (BIPSS
2010). The transnational threat networks, along
with terrorists and radicals, tend to blur the lines
of territorial integrity. “Transnational crime ring
activities weaken economies and financial systems
and undermine democracy” (Voronin 2000).
Defining Transnational Threats

Understandings of transnational threats or
Threats are difficult to define with absolute authority. The reason being there is no solitary definition of transnational threat. However, the
general concept of transnational threat or
transnational threats is available in different
sources. Although many of these crimes have prevailed for long, “the term ‘Transnational’ was first
used at the Fifth Congress of the United Nations
for the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders in 1975. The subject congress dealt with
the issues of both transnational and national dimensions of criminality” (Dorvedic 2007). In the 
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contemporary period, pioneers like Pakes (2004),
Dammer (2006), and Reichel (2008) viewed
transnational crime with a different lens while
summarizing the comparative criminal justice systems. The conceptual distinction between
transnational crime and global criminology was
enumerated by Friedrichs in 2007. These authors
over the first decades of the 21st century defined
the scope, dimension, nature, and parameters of
transnational threats in their works.

“any criminal act conducted by a criminal group
networked over more than one country having a
formalized structure with the motive of financial
gain through criminal business ventures. Such
groups maintain their position through the use
of actual or threatened violence, corrupt public
officials, graft, or extortion, and generally have a
significant impact on the people in their locales,
region, or the country as a whole” (FBI 2002).

The definition of the FBI includes the objective
However, the United Nations Convention against of a transnational threat as financial or economic
Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC), as gain. It also indicates that the transnational threat
declared on 15 November 2000 was an important tends to achieve its objective through illegal activstep in defining transnational threats. The con- ities. Illegal activities may include actual or threatvention characterized a criminal act to be consid- ened use of violence, graft, extortion, and so on.
ered as ‘Transnational Threat of Transnational It also indicates that the transnational threat
maintains its position or performs through an orOrganized Crime ’ (UNTOC 2000) when:
ganized
nexus of corrupt officials and criminal
a. “The crime is committed across more than one
groups. The definition also highlights the prevastate.”
lence of local, regional, and countrywide impact
b. “It may be committed in one state, but its plan- of the transnational threat. However, the transnaning, conduct, and control spread over other tional dimension of transnational threat is not restates.”
flected in the FBI’s definition.
c. “It is perpetuated by an organized criminal
Peter Lupsha from the University of New Mexico,
group that is organizationally engaged in criminal
in his research, tries to give a comprehensive defactivities in more than one state,” or
inition of transnational threat. While defining,
d. “It has substantial impacts in other states, al- Lupsha enumerated a few key characteristics of
though it may be committed in one state.”
transnational threat. “Firstly; he mentions the
structural
and pervasive nature of the crime. AcThe UN convention above focuses entirely on the
transnational nature of the transnational threat. cording to him, transnational threat prevails over
It marks transnational threat as a crime that is through a structural framework based on develperpetuated in more than one country either in oped tasks, roles, status, accountability, and reany scope of its preparation, or planning, or exe- sponsibility. Secondly; he describes the use of a
cution. It also highlights that transnational threat large amount of money, the threat of violence or
is committed by any organized group who adopts actual violence, a nexus of corrupt officials,
criminal activities for pursuing their objective. agents, and associates as the means applied to perNevertheless, the convention does not indicate petrate transnational threat. Thirdly; he specifies
the objective and means of methods employed by the goal or objective of transnational threat to be
the transnational threat. However, the objective an accumulation of large sums of capital which is
and methods of the Transnational Threat are in- later invested or spent both in legal and illegal
dicated in the definition provided by the FBI.
processes to maximize the wealth and sustain its
The FBI characterized the transnational threat as network and activities” (Lupsha 1981).
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However, having read and analyzed the definitions from different sources and perspective, we
can finally define the transnational threat as follows;

7

Though we can trace back the origin of each category of transnational crime throughout ancient
history, it was not formally recognized until the
first half of the 20th century when the world felt
Transnational threat refers to the pervasive nature the need for organizing ‘International Policing’
of organized crimes which are conducted transna- (Interpol) to deal with certain types of crimes that
tionally across the boundaries of one or more occur across the states. However, “the concept of
states by hierarchical organizations or networks ‘transnational crime’ from a criminological perwith the primary aim of earning financial benefit spective originated in the mid-1970s when the
United Nations used the term to identify certain
through illegal business activities.
criminal activities which transcend national jurisdictions. In 1995, the UN identified eighteen catHistory and Evolution of Transnational
egories of transnational and, mostly organized
Threat
criminality. The transnational crime was then deAlthough the term ‘transnational threat or fined as ‘offences whose inception, prevention
Threat’ gained prominence around the mid-70s, and/or direct or indirect effects involved more
yet, many claim its existence before the term came than one country” (UN Doc. A: CONF
in vogue. Many security practitioners even argue 169/15/Add1 1995).
that there is nothing new to the phenomena of
transnational threat. Their verdict proves not to Nature and Attributes of Transnational
be wrong if we consider transshipment of slaves Threats
from one continent to another as the origin of
human trafficking. Piracy and stealing of antiques
Not a Domestic Crime
or valuable things and selling them to another
king or monarch were also very common in his- One of the most important aspects of understandtory. Conducting illegal business across the bor- ing transnational threat is how it differs from doder through bribing or illegal gratification to mestic crimes. There are innumerable types and
government machinery or involving them that patterns of domestic crimes happening every day
transnational threat commonly adopts was also around the world. Theft, shoplifting, robbery, bribin vogue in ancient city-based states. “Tom Naylor ing, kidnapping, fighting, land grabbing, forceful
argued that the smuggling of highly taxed tea into occupation, raping even killing are a few of the
Britain in the 18th century was a large-scale many crimes that happen daily. However, these are
transnational threat activity, even involving cor- not categorized as a transnational threat. Questions
ruption on the part of governments and legiti- may arise here as to what makes transnational
mate corporations. The opium wars of the 19th threat different from domestic crimes.
century were initiated by a government-sanc- Domestic crimes are localized in nature. They pretioned cartel, the British East India Company, vail in the day to day life in a street, city, and vilseeking to expand its market against the wishes lage, or for that matter in any area. They are
and laws of the Chinese government. The Japan- localized in nature and organized or perpetuated
ese government in the period between World by local criminals or groups. The transnational
War I and II was a principal supplier in the illegal threat, by its nature, is not local crimes but gencocaine market, developing coca fields in For- erally involve spaces and grasp from across the

mosa for that purpose” (Reuter & Petrie 1999). states.
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Domestic crimes are normally carried out by an
individual or small groups. Contrarily, a transnational threat requires more people and deliberate
planning. Transnational threats are conducted
systematically under a permanent organizational
structure through pervasive illegal activities over
a substantial time. One of the simplest examples
can be cited as robbery of a jewelry shop in a city
market by a local group of robbers is a domestic
crime while smuggling of gold from the Middle
East to South Asia by an international syndicate
is an example of a transnational threat.

whereas domestic crimes can happen in situ also.
d. Legal Dimension. Domestic crimes being
local can be tried by state law, whereas transnational threats cannot be tried by state law of any
one single country.

Trans-nationality

The basic attribute of transnational threat is that
these crimes are conducted across the border of
states; at least across one border. “Inclusion of the
term “transnational” signifies its international
characteristics that define that organized groups
committing such crimes work through a chain of
an interlinked criminal network across more than
one state” (Dordevic 2007). This transnational dimension of transnational threats is the distinguishing feature that marks the difference
between domestic and other crimes.

The objective of domestic crime can be economic, personal vengeance, revenge, establishing
dominance, or even ideological, but the ultimate
objective of transnational threat is large, illegal
economic gain. Transnational threat groups may
resort to other crimes like the use of violence, abduction, kidnapping or any other, but only to supplement their ultimate objective of gaining illegal Transnational threats are basically a long-term
pervasive chain of illegal business activities over
economic profits.
vast geographical areas. It may be across countries,
Another important issue that separates domestic regions, and continents. The geographical area or
crimes from transnational threats is that being
spaces over which transnational crime will spread
local or within the state boundary, domestic
depends on the area of production/collection,
crimes can be tried by state law. On the other
channeling route of the product, and area of marhand, as transnational threat occurs in spaces of
keting. If we analyze the world’s famous drug
more than one state, thus, trial by single state law
smuggling route/channel named ‘Golden Trianis a complex matter for the latter. Thus, to sumgle’ and ‘Golden Crescent’ in figure 6.1 below, we
marize the differences of transnational threat
can have an idea about the magnitude of the
from regular domestic crime, we can postulate the
transnational characteristic of TOC. Here
following differences:
Afghanistan and few South-East Asian countries
a. Space Dimension. Domestic crimes are local, are the production area of opium while Europe
whereas transnational threats are perpetuated in- and the USA are the major marketing areas of the
volving spaces across the states or at least in more
product. From the point of production, opium
than one state.
is trafficked to Europe and the USA following
b. Organizational Dimension. Domestic crimes two channels. The westward channel is through
can be committed by an individual or groups, but Asia to Europe and the USA while the eastward
transnational threats are conducted by more peo- channel is through East Asia to the USA. The
ple and deliberate organizational planning.
conduct of such illegal drug trafficking over 2/3
c. Time Dimension. Transnational threat plan- of continents and several countries depicts the
ning and execution prevail over a long time, magnitude of transnationality of transnational 
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threats. Scope of transnationality for transnational threats is better described in the UN Convention that marks transnational threat as a crime
that is perpetuated in more than one country either in any scope of preparation, planning, or execution.
Hierarchical Structure of the Organization

9

crime as a non-ideological enterprise”. He further
added that “organized crime network is organized
on a hierarchical basis, with at least three
levels/ranks” (Abadinsky 2010). The levels in hierarchy may include a minimum of three levels as
ownership level, midlevel, and working level.
Ownership level is comprised of the group leader
mainly who organizes the conduct of the crimes

Source: Author’s illustration with Google Map
Figure 2.1: Golden Triangle and Golden Crescent
Organization of transnational threat assumes special significance, thus, includes the very word ‘organized’ in its name. “Transnational Organized
Crime (TOC) groups and networks are generally
organized on a hierarchical basis. Membership is
highly restricted. However, for contingency situations, nonmembers are also integrated for any
particular crime” (Abadinsky 2010). It normally
works under a structure with various grades of authority from lowest to highest and relies on a defined obligation of mutual trust and privileges.

and his close allies. Midlevel includes the deputies
who plan and coordinates the conduct of the
crimes. Finally, the working levels are the lowest
tiers who conduct the crime of illegal business.

The organizational structure may spread to a minimum of three branches such as core functional
group, supporting group, and security group.
Core functional groups are the integral persons
who lead the crime group and activities. Their
tasks comprise leading, planning, organizing, and
executing the crimes. Supporting groups may include both integral and personnel from outside
In a research Abadinsky also termed “organized organizations, corrupt government officials and 
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associates whose support is necessary for the con- crime and criminals can only be sustained
duct of the crimes. Security groups normally com- through an effective nexus and links with corrupt
prise integral personnel who are involved in officials and associates.
ensuring the security of the conduct of the crime.
Thus, forming nexus and links with corrupt parts
Around these groups, there may be agents, collab- of the government and social elements in various
orators, and associates based on functional need parts en-route is one of the basic requirements of
and requirements. However, whatever may be the conducting transnational threat. They form this
level and branches, two basic attributes of criminal nexus gradually over the years. They iniTransnational Organized Crime (TOC) groups tially penetrate the corrupt segment of the govare (i) centralized authority and, (ii) teamwork. ernment and society through bribing. Law
Centralized control and authority are vested to enforcement agencies, judiciary, and border manone or few influential individuals, and teamwork agement agencies are the primary organs they tarinvolves the association of criminals and various get. Later they expand involving more and more
supporting organs and agents, which is relatively individuals and institutions. At the final stage,
permanent.
they integrate the corrupt political and business
Abadinsky (2010) describes that hierarchical and segment of society. Gradually, they form so powfunctional positions in the TOC Groups are nor- erful a nexus and collaborators that their criminal
mally based on kinship or friendship. However, business activities remain immune to legal consein many cases, it is also assigned according to skill, quences. The nexus and links do not remain conability, and strength. Permanency of the positions fined to one state only. They extend this network
depends on the individual’s loyalty to the surviv- in several countries of the region and recent days
ability of the enterprise and their commitment to they can expand it globally.
materialize the objective of the organizational entity. There are struggles for monopoly in a partic- Non-Military Threat
ular territory. Use of violence and/or bribery is Another basic attribute of a transnational threat
common to enforce order and discipline. Explicit is that it is primarily non-military. This attribute
rules, oral or written, are also institutionalized by derives from their very nature of the objective of
exerting the fear of sanctions that may even in- TOC. The objective is purely economic gain
clude death.
through illegal business. The parameters of organized crime involve smuggling, human trafficking,
money
laundering, illegal migration, or any of
Nexus and Links
this crime that does not involve military means,
By nature, the transnational threat is conducted
though may resort to it for execution purpose.
across the boundaries of states over a vast geoPower and control are their secondary motives,
graphical area continuously for a longer time. Be
while the primary one remains as large monetary
it drug or arms trafficking; for smuggling or
benefits.
human trafficking from one region to another or,
one continent to another, any transnational As their primary purpose is not power or control
threat needs to avoid laws, checking and guarding or for that matter pursuance of any political or
in borders, air, sea or land ports, avoid detection ideological vision, the use of military means rein long routes through which the illegal goods are mains subdued. Consequently, in principle, they
carried, or temporary stoppages where goods are do not include any armed terrorist or insurgent
stored. Such continuous and lengthy passage of groups, as they pursue a purely non-military ob- 
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jective. They rely primarily on financial power to
keep their business functional than by armed
power. They normally do not adopt violence but
bribery to keep their illegal business running.

However, Transnational Organized Crime groups
may also use violence or threat of using violence
but only to keep their illegal business running
smoothly. They may even include an armed group
in their integral organization but only for the protection of the carriage of illegal items, goods and
personnel involved. They normally do not attack
any government security force except for their protection if attacked upon. They are not any armed
military groups pursuing any political or ideological objective. Rather, they are an organized criminal group to gain a large number of financial
benefits through conducting illegal business.
They are a direct threat to the national economy,
social structure, and political stability but do not
pose a direct military threat to a nation.
Differs from Terrorism

Transnational threat differs from terrorism in
their objective, ends, and means. Terrorist’s objective is political or ideological, while transnational threat’s primary objective is economical.
Terrorism normally originates from ideological or
political indoctrination while the transnational
threat is derived from the motive of large economic profit through illegal business ventures.
To materialize their political or ideological objectives, terrorism usually adopts to intimidating a
population or compelling a government or international organization. Objectives of terrorism
hinges on the political or ideological struggle. Furthering political ends, overthrowing governments,
and imposing their worldview, or spreading their
ideology are a few of their objectives.

11

sorts to violent armed or military action. Bomb
blasts, massive killing, destruction, hostage,
armed attacks are a few of the common means
adopted by terrorists. However, in terms of magnitude, these violent actions may range from
shooting in a shopping mall to blowing off the
Twin towers subject to the ability of the terrorist
group. Transnational threat’s primary means is
not violent armed action; rather, they prefer to
carry out their illegal business or crimes covertly
through an established underworld network. Terrorists resort to violent actions for wider publicity
of their ideology and existence. The transnational
threat, on the other hand, seeks to avoid publicity. Rather they need a hidden secure organizational framework and environment where they
can covertly conduct their illegal business years
after years. Violent actions or confrontations may
invite the interference of security forces that are
likely to hinder their illegal ventures. Therefore
transnational threats are normally anonymous
while terrorists are conspicuous in action.

Another important difference between transnational threat and terrorism is in their frequency
and continuity of committing crimes. Transnational threat seeks to adopt a permanent nature
of long-term activity that continues around the
year over a long period of time. Terrorism, on the
contrary, cannot resort to a continuous form of
an operation due to security, danger, and time lag
required to launch operations in various parts of
an area or world.

However, there may be overlapping motivations
between organized criminals and terrorists. Researcher Erik Alda and Joseph L Sala in their research titles as Links between Terrorism,
Organized Crime, and Crime: The case of the
Sahel Region says, “We propose that the intersection of criminal networks and terrorist organizaOrganized crime, on the contrary, forms an un- tions can be broadly grouped into three categories
derworld organization that tends to coexist with – coexistence (they coincidentally occupy and opthe legitimate government to expand their illegit- erate in the same geographic space at the same
imate profit. To achieve an objective, terrorism re- time), cooperation (they decide that their mutual 
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interests are both served, or at not least severely
threatened, by temporarily working together) and
convergence (each begins to engage in a behavior(s) that is/are more commonly associated with
the other)” (Erik & Joseph 2014).

They may also form nexus between them to complement each other. TOCs may provide the terrorist groups financial assistance and logistic
support while terrorists may ensure the security
of organized crimes over a particular area. The
US Department of Justice confirmed that 29 of
the 63 of international drug trafficking organizations (DTOs) threatening the United States were
associated with terrorist groups. Taliban and the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia’s
(FARC) involvement in the drug trade are well
known.

cial sex and human trafficking),” and

c. “Transnational Crimes infiltrating business
and government (fraud, racketeering, money
laundering, and corruption) affecting multiple
countries.”

Smuggling

Smuggling is generally known as the illegal transport or transfer of goods, valuables, and other
items across national or state boundaries in violation of customs regulation. Sec. 142 of the International Law defines “smuggling as the
conveyance or attempt of the conveyance of goods
to the country or from the country infringing the
current legislation without payment of the customs duties and taxes, completely or partially, or
infringing the ban and restrictions provided by the
However, “although, both may have linkage, present Law or other laws” (Sergey 2015). Smugtransnational threats are not international or gling normally spreads where there are high revglobal terrorism, as their objective is economical enue duties or the prohibition on export and
than political or ideological” (Carolyn 2008). An import of certain items.
aspect worth remembering here is that “the
Smuggling is a generic term that may be associcrime-terror nexus is still mostly opportunistic.
ated with goods, drugs, weapons, items, rare
Yet this nexus is critical if this acquires a nature
species of plants and animals, natural resources
of permanency and continuity to forge into a
or even human beings. “Although methods of
strong solidarity of criminal network” (Carolyn
smuggling vary across the world, all are variants
2008).
of two main techniques. One is the undetected
running of cargoes across frontiers while the
Categories and Types of Transnational
other
form is the concealment of goods in unThreats: Asian Perspective
likely places on ships or cars, in baggage or cargo,
or on the person” (Encyclopedia Britannica
Categories
1998).
Transnational threats can be of any form, types,
and dimensions, but they are normally intercon- However, smuggling techniques and methods are
nected and interwoven. However, the transna- getting smarter every day. Smugglers are using
tional threat can be classified into three broad new and innovative tricks to smuggle valuables
across borders. Changing the methods, techcategories as follows (Fredrics 2007):
niques, and procedure of smuggling continuously
a. “Transnational Crime involving the provision is a basic criterion of avoiding detection. The inof illicit goods (drug trafficking, trafficking in novation of techniques may vary from pouring costolen property, weapons trafficking, and coun- caine in a dead body inside a body bag to carrying
terfeiting),”
through indigenously made sub-marines under

b. “Transnational Crime illicit services (commer- the water.
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Smugglers can impose a significant price premium on smuggled goods as they face a significant risk of civil and criminal penalties if caught
with contraband. “The profits involved in smuggling goods appear to be extensive. Profits can
also be enacted by avoiding taxes or levies on imported goods. For example, a large number of cigarettes purchased in a place with low taxes can be
smuggled into a place with higher taxes and sold
at a far higher profit margin. It has been reported
that smuggling one truckload of cigarettes within
the US can lead to a profit of US$2 million”
(Washington Post 2004).

Smuggling of goods and commodities across the
South Asian Border is a common transnational
crime. Lesser formal intra sub-regional trade is
one of the primary reasons that lead to larger informal trade and smuggling in the region. “South
Asian Intra-sub regional trade in South Asia is
only two percent as compared to 26 percent in
South East Asia” (Sandeep 2011). Porous nature
of the border, weak infrastructure, the politicosocio-economic and cultural affinity of the people
on both sides of the border and their poor economic condition, and above all a weak border
management system etc., all are contributory to
the growth of smuggling across the South Asian
borders. Center for International Trade Economics and Environment (CITEE) in research states
that “South Asia shares deep-rooted history, culture,
and economic ties, but the political boundaries between
India, Bangladesh, and Nepal, have divided the region
into different countries. Though these political boundaries have created hurdles to transact, they don’t affect
the flow of resources and people across the borders. Due
to these hurdles, for easy flow of resources, informal
channels to trade are adopted” (CITEE 2017).

Smuggling across South Asian borders include a
wide range of goods, commodities, and items.
However, the trend of smuggled goods varies
across the borders, are subject to demand in the

countries in question. Food, clothing, cattle, machinery and parts, electronic items, chemicals, fertilizers, and even medicines are the most common
smuggled items.

Drug Trafficking

Drug Trafficking assumes to be the most lucrative
organized crime around the world. According to
UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC),
“Drug trafficking is a global illicit trade involving
the cultivation, manufacture, distribution, and
sale of substances which are subject to drug prohibition laws” (UNODC on Drug Trafficking
2010). However, Drug Control Acts in various
countries also include refining, carrying, preserving, storing, drug, and narcotics selling.

According to effects, drugs are categorized into
07 categories; stimulants, depressants, hallucinogens, dissociative, opioids, inhalants, cannabis.
“From the perspective of origin or production,
drugs can be divided into three categories: first,
drugs either produced or processed from natural
plant products such as opium poppy: opium,
morphine and heroin; secondly, synthetically produced drugs, such as amphetamine; and thirdly,
psychoactive pharmaceutical drugs diverted from
licit uses or purposes” (UNODC 1998).

Crop-based drug cultivation is concentrated in
certain areas that bear the black legacy of producing drugs for since long. However, the cultivation
area shifts frequently within and sometimes between sub-regions and in areas not officially recognized previously. “Most of the world’s illicit
opiates come from the countries of the Golden
Crescent (Afghanistan, Iran, and Pakistan), the
Golden Triangle (Laos, Myanmar, and Thailand),
Lebanon and Mexico” (Gregory 2019). However,
recently Colombia and the central Asian countries also assumed the status of major opiate producers due to the shifting production trend of
drugs. “Majority of Coca production is concentrated around three Andean countries, namely 
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Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru. These countries account for more than 98 percent of world cocaine
supplies” (UNODC 2008). Cannabis production
is more or less common in most parts of the
world. However, new areas such as the central
Asian republics now have grown to be potential
major producers.

Commonly used drugs, such as cannabis, marijuana, methamphetamines and cocaine, heroin
etc., are in huge demand in various parts of the
world, trafficking in drugs, therefore, is a very lucrative transnational crime. Being contraband
items, these are sold at a high price and earn huge
money for the criminal networks. The drug is
trafficked mainly in two types of couriers termed
as willing couriers and unwilling couriers. Willing
couriers are those who carry the drugs on agreed
financial terms. They may be outsourced or persons of an integral criminal network. Unwilling
couriers may include legal transport, postal, ship,
or freight services whose services are exploited by
the transnational Organized Crime groups without their knowledge.

South Asia is one of the most volatile drug-producing and trafficking zones of the world. “Sandwiched between the ‘Golden Triangle’ and
‘Golden Crescent,’ the major global producers of
psychotropic drugs, the South Asian region is the
principal transit route for psychotropic drugs.
The strong nexus between the terrorist organizations, drug-traffickers, and money launderers in
South Asia has entrenched this menace. Porous
borders between the countries and lax plus corrupt surveillance and monitoring mechanisms
have exacerbated the trafficking and abuse of
drugs in the belt extending from Southeast
Asia to Central Asia” (Manmohan 2003). Details
of drug production, transit, and control mechanisms are attached as Annexure A to this chapter.
However, the following tabulation provides an

overview of drug-trafficking in the South Asian
region (Table 2.1).

“Most of the South Asian countries are signatory
to the UN Conventions on drug trafficking and
“SAARC Convention on Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, 1990” but legal enforcements at domestic level are very weak.
Consequently, the legal provisions applicable in
these countries are not sufficient to deal with the
complexities of this trade” (Manmohan 2003).

Human Trafficking

Human trafficking or trafficking in person is a
crime against humanity. Round the year, myriads of men, women, and children fall, a victim
of human traffickers, in their own countries and
abroad. “No country is immune to human trafficking. Each year, an estimated 600,000 to
800,000 men, women and children are trafficked
across international borders” (ADRA 2019). It
has also become the fastest growing criminal enterprise in the world. Both underdeveloped and
developed countries around the world are affected by human trafficking either as countries
of origin, transit, or destination of victims.

“Human trafficking involves the sale, transportation,
receipt, and harboring of human beings through the
use of force, threats, or coercion with the intent to exploit the individuals. Article 3, paragraph (a) of
UNODC protocol defines human trafficking or trafficking in persons as the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, using the threat
or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction,
of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person
having control over another person, for exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other
forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servi- 



Country
(Status)

Bangladesh

Major Drugs
involved

Table 2.1

Source of Drugs
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Enforcement
Authority

Status of Conventions
and agreements

Cannabis,
heroin, opium,
(Producer and marijuana,
Transit)
codeine-based
cough
syrups like
Phensedyl

Myanmar, India,
and local production in northwestern districts

Department of Narcotics Control
(DNC); National Narcotics Control Board
(NNCB)

Bhutan
Cannabis,
(Transit used heroin
by insurgents
in NE India)

Southeast Asia

Customs Department, Signatory to the 1988 ConMinistry of Home Af- vention
fairs

Opium, heroin,
cannabis, phar(Producer and maceutical
Transit)
drugs Phensedyl

SE & SW Asia and
local production in
central, north and
northeast India

Maldives

India, Central and
Southeast Asia

Customs and Excise Signatory to all three ConDept, Dept of Revventions. Bilateral agreeenue, Narcotics Con- ments with 15 countries
trol Board (NCB),
Central Bureau of
Narcotics (CBN).

India

( Transit)

Cannabis,
heroin

Nepal

Narcotics Control
Ratified all three UN ConBoard (NCB), Drug ventions
Control Board (DCB)
of Police HQ

Cannabis,
Pakistan, Myanmar, Narcotics Drug Conheroin, mariIndia, and local pro- trol Law Enforcement
(Producer and juana, codeine- duction
Unit (NDCLEU)
Transit)
based cough
syrups like
Phensidyl

Pakistan

Cannabis,
Afghanistan, and
hashish, heroin, local production
(Producer and opium
Transit)
Sri Lanka

(Producer and
Transit)

Cannabis,
heroin

Signatory to all the three
conventions (the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs1961, the Convention on
Psychotropic Substances1971, the UN Convention
against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances-1988),
SAARC Convention 1990

Anti-Narcotics Force

Ratified the 1961 and the
1988 Conventions and not
party to the 1971 Convention.

Signatory to all three UN
Conventions. MoU with
Iran, and bilateral agreement
with India

Indian sub-contiExcise department,
Signatory to all three Connent, and local pro- National Dangerous ventions
duction
Drugs Control Board
(NDDCB), Narcotics
Bureau of the police

Source: Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies (IPCS) Aug 2003.
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tude or the removal of organs” (UNODC on person to the desired state. The trafficker retains
control over the migrant through force, fraud or
Human Trafficking 2010).
coercion while illegal migration is done in exchange for money. However, trafficked victims are
sold with larger amounts of money to the endusers who employ them for sex or slavery. Women
and children are the overwhelming majority in
trafficking who are commodities in a multibilliondollar global industry. TOC groups prefer human
trafficking over other crimes, mainly from three
perspectives; it fetches a huge amount of money,
and people can be used repeatedly with less capital investment. Few important statistics on
human trafficking (UNODC 2016) are as follow:

Source: http://fairbd.net/human-trafficking-inbangladesh-an-overview/

a. “The UN Office on Drugs and Crime’s report
‘Global Report on Trafficking in Person 2016’ indicates that women constitute approximately
51% of trafficked persons, men 21%, girls 20%,
and boys 8%.”

b. “51% of all victims of human trafficking are
women aged 18 or older though the proportion
of men being trafficked has significantly increased
Human trafficking normally bears three conover the last 10 years – from 13% to 21%.”
stituent elements; act, means, and purpose. “Parameter of the act includes recruitment, c. “85% of all the victims are trafficked for labor
transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of exploitation, nearly 7% for sexual exploitation,
persons while means involve the threat or use of and just 1% for organ removal. Women and girls
force, coercion, abduction, fraud, deception, are 72% more likely to be trafficked for sexual exabuse of power or vulnerability, or giving pay- ploitation than men.”
Figure 3.2: Elements of Human Trafficking

ments or benefits to a person in control of the
victim. Finally, the third element purpose includes exploiting the prostitution of others, sexual exploitation, forced labor, slavery or similar
practices, and the removal of organs” (UNODC
on Human Trafficking 2010). This scope is better exploited by the Transnational Organized
Crime groups who trap the aspiring migrants by
treacherously promising entry to the desired destination, but later sell them for prostitution, slavery, or organ collection.

d. “28% of all human trafficking victims are children (around 20% of girls and 8% of boys).”

e. “63% of all convicted of human trafficking are
male, and 37% are female.”

f. “Around 43% of all documented cases were domestic, meaning the victim was trafficked with
the national borders.”

South Asia is one of the most severely affected regions by human trafficking. “South Asia has been
poverty-stricken for decades, making it a hotspot
Human trafficking differs from illegal migration of human trafficking. Often, those in charge of
while the former involves an element of exploita- recruiting humans to smuggle are locals of
tion, and the later facilitate the illegal entry of a whichever area they prey upon. Because of their 
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language and traditions, other people are more
prone to believe them. The second main reason
is the low levels of education in South Asia.
When the traffickers come to recruit from villages
or cities, many recruits are uneducated in what
they are getting into, falling for the fairy tales of
traffickers” (Guy 2016). The socio-economic vulnerability of women and children in South Asia
is another principal reason for the trafficking of
women and children from this region. “Trafficking in women and children is reported to be on
the rise in Asia. Although accurate figures are
hard to come by and that any estimates have to
be treated with caution, the United States’ State
Department, for example, estimates that between
1 to 2 million people are trafficked worldwide, including 150,000 from South Asia and 225,000
from Southeast Asia” (ADB Report 2003). The
geographical factor is also one of the significant
issues. Being located between Gulf Region and
South-East Asian countries, it provides a suitable
place for linking human trafficking on both sides.
Due to the location of Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore and other developed ASEAN countries
down towards the Indian and the Pacific Ocean,
a sea route of human trafficking also prevails
from the poverty-stricken South Asian region to
these countries and Australia. UNODC map of
‘Human Trafficking Origin’ figure 3.3 below portrays South Asia as the highly affected region.

Illegal Migration

“Illegal migration, often known as human smuggling in many parts of the world, is the facilitation, transportation, attempted transportation,
or illegal entry of a person or persons to another
country”. Illegal migration may be from one state
to a neighboring state or even from one continent
to another. It is normally done either clandestinely or through deception either using fraudulent documents or through the evasion of
legitimate border controls. It is a criminal, commercial transaction between two willing parties.

Source: UNODC

Figure 2.3: Countries of Origin for Human
Trafficking

One side comprises of the people or the groups
trying for illegal entry to another country while
the other side includes the Transnational Organized Crime groups who are facilitating this illegal
entry through their established networks.

Illegal migration is on the rise in the recent era as
globalization, and the IT revolution exposed the
socio-economic condition of the entire world to almost everyone. Consequently, people from underdeveloped areas are lured to migrate to the developed
world for a b etter life and living. Economic instability mainly induces illegal migration of people
throughout the world. International human smuggling networks are conveniently exploiting this opportunity to spread their business of illegal
migration.

Illegal migration also reaps huge financial dividends for the Transnational Organized Crime
groups as the fees or charges for illegal migration
services are higher. Human cargo also obtains a
higher profit with lesser hazards. “In its 2010 report The Globalization of Crime: A Transnational Organized Crime Threat Assessment, the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) estimated
that the smuggling of persons from Latin America
to the United States generated approximately $6.6
billion annually in illicit proceeds for human smug
gling networks” (White House Report 2010).
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Illegal migration from South Asia is a common
trend of transnational threat in the region. The
reasons for illegal migration are similar to human
trafficking such as poverty, unemployment, and
lack of opportunity. “Migration is an important
livelihood strategy, mainly for the poor in many
of the world’s poorest countries” (Tasneem 2003).
Employment opportunities and higher wages
were the driving forces for migration. Each year
large numbers of youths migrate both legally and
illegally from South Asia for better livelihood. A
substantial portion of them is women.

The Middle East remains the most important destination for migrants from South Asia. The demand for labor and household work in Middle-East
countries acts as the main pull-factor. Illegal migration towards the Middle East mainly comprises uneducated working-class people. However, there is
also a trend of illegal migration towards Europe and
America that mainly includes unemployed educated youths who strive for a better life.

The routes for illegal migration from South Asia
to the Middle East, Europe, and the United
States are varied. However, a common route for
illegal migration to Middle East from South Asia
is through Pakistan-Eden or Turkey to the Middle
East. “Indian, Sri Lankan, Bangladeshi, and Pakistani irregular migrants are smuggled overland
and by air to Europe and the United States. The
smuggling to Europe occurs via Central Asia and
the Russian Federation; the Islamic Republic of
Iran, Turkey, and Greece through the Western
Balkans and occasionally via West Africa. Other
lesser-used pathways occur through the Gulf
countries, where migrants reach through regular
processes. Recent studies show that some Sri
Lankans pass through India first, regularly or irregularly, before flying to Europe. Most of the
cases of illegal entry into the United States via
land route had been via Mexico or Canada. More
recently, anecdotal evidence suggests that increasingly Indian and Nepali migrants are smuggled to
the United States. Guatemala and Ecuador both

introduced visa waiver schemes to Indian nationals in recent years, which were then used as intermediary countries to enter the United States”
(Jayasuriya & Sunam 2016). “Most of the migrants smuggled to Europe and the United States
are asylum seekers who apply for refugee status.
They are mostly educated and belong to better-off
families, except few wars or ethnic victims” (Saha
2012). There are established transnational threat
networks working along the routes and regions
that organize this flow of illegal migrants. Often
this network exploits the illegal migrants for
forced labor, slavery, or sex.

Source: Research Gate
Figure 2.4: Major Illegal Migration Route from
South Asia

Illegal migration is a transnational crime and currently is a growing global phenomenon. Migrants
are normally carried through hazardous travel to
their destination. Traveling conditions are also inhumane and overcrowded in trucks or boats. Very
often they fall victim to the fatal accident in jungles, hills, or season-route. Their illegal status in
an arrived country also makes them vulnerable to
exploitation by their smugglers. Often, illegal migrants are forced by the smugglers to work for
years in the illegal labor market to pay off the migration charges.

General Aziz Ahmed, BSP, BGBM, PBGM,
BGBMS, psc, G, PhD, Chief of Army Staff,
Bangladesh Army.
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‘Be the Arrow; Not the Target’:
Reforming Higher Education
in Bangladesh’
Dr Dave Dowland
Sir Fazle Hasan
Abed and BRAC
aimed
high
through the creation of BRAC
University in 2001.
They founded the
university through
conviction of the
importance
of
higher education
to nurture talented
people as leaders for the nation and beyond.
They wanted transformative change in the standards and quality of higher education in
Bangladesh. Abed was fascinated that universities could last for centuries whilst other organizations disappeared.

high-level skills and knowledge that higher education institutions seek to develop. In 1999, Malcolm Gillis, President of Rice University, wrote:
‘Today, more than ever before in human history, the
wealth-or poverty-of nations depends on the quality of
higher education. Those with a larger repertoire of skills
and a greater capacity for learning can look forward to
lifetimes of unprecedented economic fulfilment. But in
the coming decades the poorly educated face little better
than the dreary prospects of lives of quiet desperation.’

Now we are going through what is often referred
to as a fourth industrial revolution, complicated
by the world-wide pandemic. Many countries in
the region have invested heavily in higher education as their economies move from low wage manufacturing into diverse economies based on
knowledge and high-level skills. The World Bank,
working with the Government of Bangladesh, has
UNESCO and the World Bank published a invested significantly in the digital and quality ingrounding breaking report about the role of HE frastructure and research capability of higher edin developing countries - Peril and Promise ucation as ‘essential to the country’s continued social
(2000). The report recognized both the economic and economic progress and to claiming its share of the
value and the cultural, social and spiritual value burgeoning global knowledge economy.’ (referring to
of higher education. It argued that developing the Higher Education Quality Enhancement
countries must invest in higher education or they Project – HEQEP: World Bank News
would be unable to compete in the knowledge 2016/10/10 Bangladesh-strengthens-higher-edu
economy of the future which would need the cation-thrive-knowledge-economy)/
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There are often criticisms
of higher education institutions:
questions
whether too many people
enter university and
whether they are studying
the right subjects. There
are debates about the actual impact of higher education on student
learning. The extent of
university investment in
vocational education is
considerable, however,
and often underestimated by commentators. The
contribution of higher education to the economy
around the world is well evidenced: it comes from
research, knowledge exchange, professional training, workforce development, innovation and creativity.

The participation rate of young people in higher
education in Bangladesh has expanded considerably in recent years but the rate (around 17%) is
still relatively low compared, for example to
China and India. Despite notable achievements,
higher education in Bangladesh needs a major
shift to benefit from the opportunities of exponential social and economic change. Bangladesh
is ranked in the red zone for higher education in
the United Nations Development Programme
Global Knowledge Index GKI, with 112th position out of 138 countries on ‘knowledge performance.’ Each year, the publication of international
university league tables provokes questions why
Bangladeshi universities are so little represented
in
world
rankings
(For
example;
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/201
9/09/12/no-bangladeshi-universities-among-top1-000-worldwide). League tables are a marketing
device that give a distorted impression but they
can also be a powerful stimulus for institutional
improvement and visibility.

to graduate and they often emerge to face dispiriting employment prospects. Sir Fazle Hasan
Abed continued, in his later years, to insist on the
national imperative to improve the quality of
higher education aligned with international standards; he drew attention to the persistence of the
challenges that had impelled the foundation of
BRAC University nearly 20 years before, as evidenced in repeatedly high levels of graduate unemployment, the relatively poor resources
available to higher education institutions and the
under-development of university teachers. (Sir
Fazle Hasan Abed: all institutions should work towards improving quality of education: report in
the Dhaka Tribute; 11 March).

Is there a recipe to create excellent universities?
We can certainly list some of the ingredients to
create the eco-systems for excellent universities to
flourish. Some of those ingredients are included
in the Bangladesh national strategy for higher education 2018-20, including the priority for investment in research in connection to learning and
teaching>

National investment is vital and the proportion
of GDP that Bangladesh spends on education remains relatively low compared to neighbouring
countries, although much has been achieved.
Meanwhile, some governments have invested in
It takes relatively long for Bangladeshi students the development of elite institutions to compete 
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well internationally. The Finance Minister of
India announced that an “enabling regulatory architecture will be provided to 10 public and 10 private institutions to emerge as world-class teaching and research
institutions.” The Government of Malaysia upgraded four institutions into research universities
and one university into an apex university.

Beyond the creation of elite institutions, there is a
need for common, high standards in all institutions in the interests of all students. The relationship between primary, secondary and higher
education is vital and the standards of students on
entry to university. There were concerns, even before the grade inflation prompted by the pandemic
(with all candidates having passed the recent 202021 HSC examinations and record numbers of top
grades) about evidence of a mismatch between
school and university standards, with students who
performed well in HSC having difficulties with
university admissions examinations (Hafiz GA Siddiqi Private Universities in Bangladesh: The Dynamics of Higher Education 2016 p44-5)

We must help students learn, encouraging active
rather than passive learning, critical thinking, resourcefulness, entrepreneurship, service to others, multi-disciplinary study and avoiding
over-emphasis on examinations which stifles
learning. There is a need for deep and broad education alongside work experience and workbased learning. The STEM subjects are vital science, technology, engineering and maths –
alongside the arts and humanities and creative
disciplines that help to make sense of the world,
to address social and ethical problems and to encourage lateral and imaginative thinking.

The pandemic has prompted rapid adoption of
online learning, with variable but promising results. BRAC University was among the first to
introduce an online platform enabling students
to continue studying. Online and blended learning (combination of face to face and online) are
here to stay, with advantages of flexibility and ac-

cessibility. Technology can help to reinforce personal and tailored experience for students. At
Tsingua University in China, courses in creative
arts and physical education are conducted online:
physical instructors use online tools to monitor
health and fitness. Online learning can help shy
students to take part. There are other instances
of a more effective approach to education. There
are striking examples of universities that have
adapted their architecture to create learning
spaces and they are using technology to facilitate
more interactive learning – a move away from students being stuck in classrooms for excessively
long lectures. There is another significant development in higher education – the potential to use
data and analytics on how effectively students are
engaging and progressing with their studies to anticipate problems and promote student success.

There is scope for national and international collaboration to develop good practice in teaching
and learning. There is a vast body of international
good practice in student engagement, modern approaches to teaching and learning, curriculum design, academic administration, student services,
student retention, progression and achievement,
and the configuration of accommodation and facilities. There is much talk in higher education
circles of the value of ‘internationalization’. ‘Internationalization’ is about the higher education
sector valuing diversity and functioning in an intimately connected, borderless world, where ideas
and knowledge are shared. Universities can promote breadth of international connections for social and economic advancement. We have to
work globally across cultures and nationalities.
The theme of internationalization is in the tradition of Rabindranath Tagore who supported a
concept of global community and who called for
‘unity in diversity’, expressed in the ideas for his
own schools and the Visva-Bharati University
where the ‘world makes its home in a single nest.’ Internationalization is a means of setting a high bar

of standards and quality.
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Some private universities have made a notable
contribution to the country. The co-existence of
private and public universities is an underutilized
means of stimulating competition as well as collaboration for the improvement of quality in
Bangladesh. Yet the private universities continue
to work under tight restrictions. There are persistent challenges for Bangladeshi universities and especially private institutions to introduce new
programmes, to try innovative approaches in
teaching and learning and to bring industry into
the classroom. Private universities are presently
under tight restrictions on the introduction of
new programmes of study and they are precluded
from offering PhDs. There is a pressing need for
Bangladesh to reap the advantage from a more effective and timely approach to academic programme development before the country loses to
its international competitors. There is an imperative for higher education institutions to develop
programmes that will address national economic
and societal needs.

The governance of higher education institutions
in Bangladesh needs attention. Institutions all
over the world work best when they are not distracted by politicization. We need to promote
the professional development of teachers and administrators and to ensure that appointments are
on merit and that student admissions standards
are sound. More particularly, governance is a
challenge for the private universities. The Private
University Act is being reformed; it is intended
to provide for the effective oversight of higher education yet it tends to conflate corporate and academic governance. The founders of BRAC
University observed, approvingly, that ‘most liberal arts colleges are private entities, independent in
governance and management…’ They noted that
‘much of the success of the liberal arts college can be
traced to a governance model that segregates responsibility for the specifics of the academic program from
the responsibility for setting and sustaining the mission
of the college.’ Effective governance requires a dy-

namic balance between the Vice-Chancellor as
Chief Executive, the academic community and
the trustees with their ultimate oversight. Similarly, the UNESCO/World Bank report ‘Peril
and Promise.’ (2000) stressed governance and
safeguards for independence as necessary to the
ecosystem of higher education institutions and
their service to society. (Liberal Learning for
Practical Purposes; the Feasibility of a BRAC
University (David W Fraser 1996; Peril and
Promise: Higher Education and Developing
Countries: 2000 World Bank/UNESCO; see
also the work of Michael Shattock, former Registrar of Warwick University).
The national quality system should focus primarily on outputs rather than inputs. The UK Quality Assurance Agency developed a form of
institutional review or audit which involved a periodic assessment of quality and standards in each
institution, conducted through a visit by a team
of trained, peer reviewers. The other was the
Quality Code – a distillation of good practice in
standards, student support and information – a
reference point for all on how to provide an effective educational journey for all students. With
an outcome-based system in Bangladesh, institutions with demonstrably robust systems could be
given greater freedom to pursue programme development and educational innovation.

Bangladesh has an opportunity to build effective
systems of quality assurance. The University
Grants Commission and the World Bank have already created systems for the design and evaluation of programmes of study based on learning
outcomes.
There is scope, through the
Bangladesh Higher Education Accreditation
Council, to establish a national system of accreditation that could help to set common standards
linked to international good practice.

Bangladesh can also learn from some of the mistakes and false starts in quality assurance elsewhere in the world as everyone learns together. 
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The UK higher education system is presently
being impelled into over-emphasis on short term
employment outcomes and graduate starting
salaries as a measure of the effectiveness of higher
education when a much wider view is required.
Facing the challenges of a digital age, we should
never lose sight of the richness of education and
the role of the universities. There is a moving
story in the Bible of the night when God visits
the new King Solomon in a dream and promises
that he will grant Solomon whatever he wishes.
And what does Solomon ask for? He asks for wisdom. God replies that he is pleased with
Solomon since he could have asked for wealth,
long life or the death of his enemies but he asked
for wisdom and God responds by giving Solomon
everything - wisdom and wealth. That is what
higher education is ultimately for - the search for
wisdom and knowledge at all levels that also
opens the way to wealth or economic prosperity.
If we overly stress the short term – graduate employment skills relevant for now - and we neglect
deeper education and longer-term development,
then, ironically, we may lose greater opportunities
for the creation of wealth and economic development and impoverish society.

the citizens of the future to make informed choices
about life-work balance, about what constitutes survival
and consumption, and what is meant by human flourishing, solidarity or humanity itself.’
(speech to the European Universities Association
on the future of universities by His Excellency
Michael Higgins, President of the Republic of Ireland: https://www.universityworldnews.com/
post.php?story=20160412194215660: The Universities in the Nineteenth Century; Michael Sanderson 1975).

Higher education institutions serve society
through pure and applied research and speculative thinking and the transmission of culture.
They have a role to speak truth to power. They
are a source of technical and vocational training
and of broad and deep education. They promote
the creation of what Sir Fazle Hasan Abed called
‘enlightened elites.’ Higher Education is a means
of life -long learning and enabling equality and
inclusion and enabling people to contribute
meaningfully to society. Now is the time for investment and a shift of approach to give
Bangladesh the thriving and internationally connected higher education sector that a major and
Higher education can have a most transforming growing nation needs.
impact when its wider role is understood. The
President of the Republic of Ireland said:
Dr Dave Dowland, University Registrar of BRAC
“Be the arrow, not the target” was the title that University and previously Registrar and Chief Operatthe critical theorist, the late Raymond Williams, ing Officer of Asian University for Women. He previgave to his final address on communications… ously served successively in senior positions in the UK
’‘The challenge we face is that we must confront as er- higher education sector. In 2019, he was awarded an
roneous a prevalent perception that the necessary focus Honorary Fellowship of Trinity Laban Conservatoire
of higher education must be on that which is utilitarian of Music and Dance – a leading UK based performing
and immediately applicable. Such a view sees the pri- arts institution - in recognition of his outstanding service
mary objective of the university, and those who study as Registrar and for leading the successful application
within it, as being in preparation for a specific role to Her Majesty’s Privy Council for taught degree awardwithin the labour market, often at the cost of the devel- ing powers. He is a graduate of King’s College London
opment of life-enhancing skills such as creativity, ana- and Oxford University. He has interests in student suplytical thinking and clarity in written and spoken port, staff development and corporate and academic
expression. These are the skills that will be essential to governance.
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Strengthening Connectivity: The Focus
of Bangladesh-Nepal Relation
Dr. Banshidhar Mishra
Nepal and the
People’s Republic of Bangladesh
enjoy close and
cordial bilateral
relations marked
by goodwill, mutual understanding
and
cooperation ever
since the rise of
Bangladesh as a
Nation in 1971 and establishment of diplomatic
relations on 08 April, 1972. Geographically,
Nepal and Bangladesh are separated by a mere 27
kilometers long stretch, popularly known as
chicken neck or Siliguri corridor which belongs
to West Bengal, India. Nepal and Bangladesh
have similar views on the issues of common interests and work closely at regional and multilateral forums. Both the countries share similar
socio-cultural values and aspirations and face similar development challenges. The Government &
the people of Nepal admire the impressive
progress made by Bangladesh in recent years.

the Trade and Transit Agreements signed in
April 1976, which was signed with a motive of
promoting and strengthening the trade, transit
and economic co-operation among the two nations. Similarly six places were approved for the
movement of ‘traffic-in-transit’ using any means
of transport for third country trade under mutually agreed transit facilities - the ports of Mongla
and Chittagong, the Bangladeshi-Indian borders
at Biral, Chilhati, Benapole and Banglabandha.
Despite of approval from Bangladesh, to reach
Bangladesh, Nepal has to pass through the Siliguri Corridor for the shortest, regarding which; Indian cooperation is equally important.

Now India has allowed road connection from
Phulwari border (Indian border with BanglaTrade and Transit Agreements
bandha of Bangladesh) up to Kakarvita-Panitanki
The formal proceedings of connectivity between (Nepal-India Border) which is just 37 km four
Nepal and Bangladesh can be traced back to lane road (Indian part of the Asian highway). An- 
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other 55 km passing has also been provided
through Bagdogra and Ghosepukur. Amid the
skepticism displayed by the Indian side regarding
the use of their land for bilateral trade a joint
communique was signed during PM Sheikh
Hasina’s India visit in 2010. Wherein, the article
23 of the communiqué clearly demonstrates the
positive intention of Bangladesh to provide her
sea ports at Mongla and Chittagong for the use
of Nepal. The Prime Ministers also agreed in article 26 that Rohanpur–Singabad broad gauge
railway link would be available for transit to
Nepal. Nonetheless, the train service has not
been implemented and most of the transportation occurs through the Phulbari-Banglabandha
route by trucks.

Despite having tremendous potentials for trade,
investment and joint economic collaboration between the two countries, the lack of proper connectivity, insufficient infrastructures at the
border points, lack of proper initiatives of the private sectors, presence of non-tariff barriers etc. are
impediments to realize the potentials.

prospect of connectivity is yet to receiving significant progress, where the situation demands
measures at diplomatic and political platforms,
both bilaterally and trilaterally, to make the most
out of the relation which began right with the formation of modern Bangladesh.

Four Area of Connectivity:

Bangladesh and Nepal are connected by Road,
Rail, Air and Inland water through Indian teritory so need to have trilateral talks and agreements to make them effective and seamless. Here
I have tried to mention the existng situation and
way forward about all of those potential area.

Road Connectivity: This is the most important,
The table below reveals the bilateral trade be- easy and convenient rout if managed properly.
tween Nepal and Bangladesh for the last 10 years: Like Bangladesh Nepal is connected with India
000 Rs from three dimentions south, east and west thus
having easy access to approach their closest
SN
Fiscal Year Export
Import
Balance
1
2008/09 4,710,402 418,014 4,292,388 Bangladesh - India border points travelling
2
2009/10 3,373,718 764,830 2,608,887 through India from any where from Indo-Nepal
3
2010/11 3,471,938 1,104,150 +2,367,788 open borde. However Kakadbhitta (NEPAL) –
4
2011/12 2,578,080 1,502,817 +1,075,262 Phulbari (India) – Banglabandh (Bangladesh) is
5
2012/13 2,730,217 2,174,027 +556,189 the shortest as mentioned above. Since Nepali
6
2013/14 2,140,486 1,728,648 +411,838 and Indian citizens do not neede visa to travell
7
2014/15 1,084,414 2,731,096 -1,646,683 each other’s countries, it has become a-bit easier
8
2015/16 1,208,104 4,000,482 -2,792,378 to enter into Bangladesh for Nepali citizens hav9
2016/17 1,047,913 4,226,702 -3,178,789 ing valid visa of Bangladesh . Practically, about
10
2017/18 1,083,024 4,791,034 -3,708,010 four thosands Nepali students studying in
Source: - Trade and Export Promotion Center, GON, 2018 Bangladesh (mostly medical) are utilizing some of
Hence, the development of seamless connectivity the entry points having immigration offices at
between two nations, would create conducive en- India and Bangladesh sides according to the lovironment for creating benefit for the people of cation of their respective colleges. For
both of the nations. However, as of present, the Bangladeshi citizens the situation is little different 
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they need visa to travel in or through India and personal motor vehicles once concluded.
also Nepal. Nepal has arranged to provide free
visa on arrival for Bangladeshi citizens at land l Railway Connectivity
entry points also (Bangladesh is yet to reciprocate)
but they need to have Indian transit visa to cross
the indian border to enter Nepal and their multiple entry Indian visa are only valid for flying
through India to Nepal or any where and are cancelled if asked for transit visa to travel by land.
This is a hassle to be resolved.
However Bangladesh India Nepal are moving forward to conclude a BBIN Motor Vehicle Agrreement comprising Passenger Motor Vehicle
Agreement and Cargo Motor Vehicle Agreement
accompanying Bhutan as observer.

Representatives from Bangladesh, Bhutan, India
and Nepal (BBIN) met in New Delhi, India, on
8 February 2020 to discuss passenger and cargo
protocols and push for the finalization of the
BBIN Motor Vehicles Agreement (MVA). The
passenger and cargo protocols were first signed
on 15 June 2015 in Thimphu Bhutan.
Bangladesh, India, and Nepal plan to launch the
BBIN MVA, while Bhutan is working on domestic procedures for the ratification of the agreement. Representatives from Bhutan participated
in the meeting as observers. The country delegations affirmed the importance of trade, economic
cooperation, and people-to-people contact
through enhanced regional connectivity, including through regional cross-border road transport.
It has created a new hope to link important cities
of these three countries by regular Bus service and

From economic point of view, transportation
from train is considered second cheapest with
first being that of ships. Two routes have been existing and agreed after broad-gauge updating as
the rail link between Nepal and Bangladesh. The
first one is Rohonpur- Biral (Pashchimbangal
India) - Radhikapur (Pashchimbangal India) Roxol (Bihar, India) - Birgunj (Nepal).The broad
gauge Rohanpur-Singabad railway link is connected up to the Indian border near Birgunj and
Biratnagar– the financial hubs of Nepal with
paramount significance from administrative
point of view. A railway link of Mongla with the
national railway line of Bangladesh in Khulna is
scheduled to be completed within 2021.The
prospect of Mongla-Khulna-Rohanpur-Katihar
(India)-Biratnagar (Nepal) link can deliver winwin situation for all the involved parties, India
can earn through rail charges and transit charges
while Bangladesh can benefit from port charges
and Nepal will benefit in its trade with and
through Bangladesh. There are at least five railway links between India and Bangladesh, however, Rohanpur -Singhabad line is most feasible
if we take distance ( 217 Km from Bangladesh to
Biratnagar Nepal) and type of line into consideration. A report published by Nepal Intermodal 
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Transport Development Board (NITDB) in 2006
found that the transportation cost per metric ton
with train from Khulna up to Jogbani (near Biratnagar) was three times less than that using
trucks. Similarly, the cost per metric ton from
Kolkata to Jogbani by train was about half of that
by trucks. Comparing the distance Kolkata-Biratnagar is 600 km whereas Khulna-Biratnagar is 561
km. The possibility of the third and closest railway route has been neared by the Bangladesh
Government initiation to extend broad-guaze railway line from Panchgadh up to Banglabandha
the nearest and most used land port for Nepal.

The development of Railway connectivity between Nepal and Bangladesh can be beneficial for
both the nations in various dimensions. Although Bangladesh is a major trade partner of
China in South Asia, the transport options are
either costly air shipments or long sea routes.
China targets to construct railway from Xigatse
up to Kerung which is just twenty-five kilometers
away from Nepali border at Rasuwa. Railway lines
have already been constructed from Central
China up to Xigatse and the construction up to
Kerung is projected to be completed within 2025.
The completion of the project would provide a
convenient and cheap transportation solution between Nepal and China. With a railway connection between Nepal and Bangladesh, and Nepal
and China, a land connection between China
and Bangladesh seems to be possible. Nepal has
the most convenient passages between Tibet and
Indian subcontinent. If political agreement can
be settled upon, Bangladesh can benefit very
highly from such connections.

cided the number of flights per week to be seven
and number of seats to be limited at less than
40,000 per year for each side. In 2005 another
MOU on ASA was signed, which dictates, besides
National carrier, a permission for private airplanes
to make flights with number of seats increased up
to 3500 a week. Similarly, Chittagong airport was
allowed to be used by Nepali airplanes whereas a
second international airport, if built in Nepal,
would be allowed for Bangladeshi airplanes. Date
for a meeting between our two countries is being
finalized shortly to update ASA.

Daily two flights one by Biman Bangladesh and
one by Himalaya Airlines (Nepali airlines) were
operating Kathmandu- Dhaka – Kathmandu
route before covid -19 pandemic (before March
26, 2020) and now have resumed schedule flights
as twice a week from February 18, 2021. In the
meantime extension of the flights up to Chittagong and Sylhet of Bangladesh and introduction of a new route as Shaidpur (Bangladesh) –
Biratnagar/ Bhadrapur (Nepal) are under bilateral consideration to enhance air connectivity between both countries.

The number of Bangladeshi tourists visiting foreign countries has been reported to be a million
every year. Most of them visit India, Malaysia and
Thailand and the number of tourists visiting
Nepal has an increasing trend (except few exceptions due to earthquake in 2015). But the tourists
Airways Connectivity
visiting Bangladesh is only about one hundred
The first bilateral Air Service Agreement (ASA) thousand in a year and very few Nepalese visit
was signed between Bangladesh and Nepal in Bangladesh for tourism purpose. If enough pro1976 which aimed at promoting national carriers motion is done in both the countries, it is certain
of the respective countries. The agreement de- that each of them can attract tourists, which 
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would demand an increase in bilateral aviation
and connectivity through air. Moreover, both of
the countries have even agreed upon a tourist
package which says “from tallest pick to the
longest beach” and Himalaya to Bay of Bengal
to capitalize the potentiality this region carries.

It must be the reason why the cost of holding
goods in Mongla port is lower as compared to
other ports of the region. Moreover, government
of Bangladesh has announced a 50 percent discount on port charges for Nepal’s trade which
adds to enormous advantage for Nepali side. As
per present, all of Nepal’s third country traffic
Inland water connectivity:
moves from Kolkata port where they face congestion
which makes service slower in Kolkata.
All the rivers of Nepal flow south to meet the only
river Ganges of India whose major distributary (bi- Besides, inland water connection can be utilized
furcated after Farakka Dam in India) enters for the transportation of goods from or through
Bangladesh as Padma or Podda in Rajshahi, flows Bangladeshi ports through existing river connecsouth east to make confluence with a major river tivity up to the closest points of Nepali border or
Jamuna (Brahamputa) at Aichaghat and with an- to a train station connecting the rail route to
other major river Meghna near Chandpur to end Nepal through India. Currently this route is
its journey to Bay of Bengal after 120 Km in being used to transport Fertilizers from and
Bangladesh. Three major rivers of Nepal namely through Bangladesh from Chittagong port via
Koshi, Gandakee and Karnali (called Sharda in Nuapara , Khulna (Bangladesh) then through InIndia) are having potentials to carry light vessels dian Railway to Birgunj, Nepal.
all the way to Bangladesh through Padma via Gangase of India . Nepal has sent a concept letter to Conclusion:
Bangladesh Government with maps and drawings Huge potentials are waiting to be realized for the
for further consideration.
prospect of connectivity between Bangladesh and
Nepal, political and diplomatic measures have
been seen to be effective for alleviation of existing
impediments on the way. The measures can be of
bilateral or multilateral in nature. Multilateral
measures such as that of BBIN/MVA provides a
propitious prospect where both of these nations
can find benefits, mutually, through development
of connectivity in various dimensions. Nepal has
Mongla Port
been in support of Bangladesh from the time
Port Facilities
when Bangladesh was formed and Bangladesh has
Khulna, being the third-largest city in Bangladesh, also been very supportive in every crisis that Nepal
is very near to the port of Mongla– one of the
faces. An improved connectivity between these nafour major ports of Ganges delta, is under-utitions certainly demonstrates a promising prospect.
lized. Moreover, Bangladesh has allowed the use
of her Mongla port to India, Nepal and Bhutan; Long live Bangladesh - Nepal Friendship.
the port facility in which all three courtiers are
keenly interested which could make the port as
Dr. Banshidhar Mishra, Ambassador of Nepal to
regional port of South Asia.
the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. Earlier the AmAs Mongla port is under-utilized, there is enough bassador was the State Minister and Member of Parspace for approaching ships and storage of cargo. liament of Nepal.
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Maritime Domain Awareness

India’s Effort and Need for
Greater Synergy in IOR
Commander Prakash Gopal

Alfred
Thayer
Mahan
(18401914), one of the
first theorists to
dwell in some detail upon sea
power, described
the oceans as ‘great
highways’ or ‘wide
commons’ – giving
birth to the term
‘global commons.’ Today, more than ever before,
the oceans are driving all economic activity
around the world, and carried upon them over
11 billion tons of cargo in 2019. Over 50% of this
cargo either originated from, or was destined for
ports in Asia. Besides the fact the India accounts
for a significant portion of this maritime traffic,
its unique geography places the Indian peninsula
astride the most important sea lines of communication (SLOC) that connect West Asia and
Africa to South-East and East Asia. While this affords a significant strategic advantage, it also

places the many threats to ‘good order at sea’,
close to the Indian coastline.

Since independence in 1947, the Indian Navy
(IN), and later the Indian Coast Guard (ICG),
have been acutely aware of the arduous responsibility of protecting the SLOCs in Indian Ocean
Region (IOR). Even the political leadership identified it as a vital prerequisite for India’s economic
growth. Till about two decades ago, it was commonplace to hear Indian naval vessels calling on
the marine Very High Frequency (VHF) radio
band to establish the identity of merchant vessels
transiting in vicinity. Generating a maritime ‘picture’ was an arduous task, involving a great deal
of manual plotting, updating and estimation or
dead reckoning, all with understandably abysmal
accuracy. Once a vessel departed a port, it was
near impossible to keep track of its whereabouts
till it entered the coverage zone of shore-based
radar, or until it activated its emergency locator
beacons in case of distress. Naval and coast guard
ships had to manually transmit the position of all
interrogated vessels on rudimentary voice or 
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Morse code-based radio circuits.

Despite exponential growth in shipping in the region in the last twenty years, there is noticeably
less radio chatter at sea now, yet the maritime operations rooms are covered wall to wall, with
screens showing real-time position of ships, together with related data such as destination, nature of cargo, size and nationality of crew etc.
Data is now received from multiple sources, ranging from geo-stationary satellites orbiting more
than 35,000 kilometres above earth, to small sensors all along the coastline that operate 24 x 7
without significant human intervention. They
generate billions of bytes of data that are sifted
through, analysed and fused by powerful computers, and finally presented in visual form for assimilation and action by concerned agencies. The
field of Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA), as
a facet of maritime security operations, has possibly been the biggest benefactor of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT).

The contemporary revolution in MDA started
possibly with the evolution of the Automatic
Identification System (AIS) in the 1990s. With
radar technology having matured considerably,
and exponential year-on-year growth in maritime
traffic, there arose a pressing need for an effective,
low-cost technology that could provide the identity of ships. This was achieved by the AIS. In
2002 that the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) amended the international convention on Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) to stipulate
that all commercial vessels of over 300 gross tonnage were to carry an AIS transponder on board.
This was targeted primary as a safety measure so
as to enable quick location, identification and rescue in case of emergency. The AIS system was
based on the VHF band, and was therefore restricted to line-of-sight. Suddenly, it became possible to fuse radar and AIS data together, so as to
obtain a comprehensive picture of maritime traffic in a specific location.
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With improvement in ICT hardware capabilities,
AIS transponders became smaller and cheaper.
As has been the case with most consumer technologies, this caused a proliferation of AIS devices across the spectrum of maritime vessels.
There was now the issue of managing all the traffic data that was available, to transform it into
meaningful and actionable information. The second challenge was the highly localised scope of
information available, as a result of the radio frequency in use by the device. A need was felt to
have maritime traffic information of the entire
area of interest, round the clock. This could only
be possible with fixed infrastructure, as mobile assets such as ships and aircraft were constrained
by endurance and cost of operation in fulfilling
this requirement.

of the Indian coastline was gradually illuminated
by an array of radar, AIS and optical sensors.

police, customs, fisheries, energy companies, the
coast guard and the Indian Navy. As these projects were executed progressively, large amounts of
information started flowing into the JOC and
other operations rooms, and all 7500 kilometres

Recent years have witnessed a quantum leap in
India’s role in regional, and global MDA efforts.
In May 2015, the Indian Cabinet Committee on
Security (CCS) approved the Navy’s proposal to
establish ‘white-shipping’ information sharing 

The strategic need for an information collation,
analysis and dissemination centre had also been
recognised. Consequently the National Command Control Communication and Intelligence
(NC3I) was established with its hub at the Information Management and Analysis Centre
(IMAC) at Gurgaon, about 40 kilometres away
from the capital city. This has now resulted in a
robust MDA framework for the IOR littoral, capable of handling large amounts of data, and providing actionable inputs to consumers of this
information. The scalability and flexibility of this
architecture implies that this structure would be
able to easily adapt to future improvements in
technology and information-sharing wherewithal
that
could result in significant increase in the
In India particularly, the terrorist attack of 26th November 2008 on Mumbai, was a rude reminder of the amount of data being generated, processed and
urgent need to bring all the waters around the Indian analysed.
coast under effective surveillance. Ten terrorists man- Besides the immediate imperative of securing its
aged to land on the Mumbai shoreline in a hijacked littorals, the Indian Navy was also cognisant of its
fishing boat and caused mayhem in the heart of the regional obligations to ensure good order in the
country’s commercial capital over the ensuing 72 hours. larger Indian Ocean Region (IOR). As a ‘net-seThe aftermath of these attacks saw a wave of reform curity provider’, maritime domain information
in India’s coastal security apparatus, with the most no- was key to ensuring that the IOR remained a
table being in the field of MDA. Suddenly the cost of driver of regional economic growth. Towards this
not having effective MDA in India’s area of interest end, the Indian Navy drove the agenda for greater
had become painfully evident, and it was not one that information sharing at an international level, especially in the region. It has played an active role
the country was willing to pay again.
in
various regional efforts, such as the establishAt an operational level, there was a flurry of activity. A project for an extensive chain of coastal ment of the Information Fusion Centre (IFC) at
radar stations, accompanied with AIS receivers all Singapore in 2009. The Indian Navy has mainalong the Indian coastline, was executed in two tained a liaison officer at the IFC since its incepphases. Joint Operation Centres (JOC) were set tion, together with many other countries, thereby
up at regional headquarters to coordinate security gaining access and contributing to the regional
operations across multiple agencies such as the maritime information-sharing effort.
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agreements with 24 countries. Since then many
more countries and multi-national agencies have
been added to the list. Functional arrangements
have been put in place with many of these countries and agencies, which has considerably augmented the quality of the regional maritime
picture that is now generated at the IMAC.

In the last decade or so, the limitations in range
of AIS information have largely been overcome
by satellite-based AIS systems and the development of Long-Range Identification and Tracking
(LRIT) systems. The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) put the first Indian AIS receiver on a satellite (Resourcesat-2) in 2011. In
2013 the space agency placed India’s first dedicated military communications satellite (Rukmini) in geosynchronous orbit. The Indian Navy
has been the main consumer for this satellite, and
it has provided the Indian Naval fleet of ships,
aircraft and submarines, a dedicated and secure
means of exchanging real-time data with operations rooms and amongst themselves. All these
fairly rapid and significant developments have
equipped the Indian maritime authorities with
the necessary wherewithal to monitor maritime
activities in a large area of interest.

But what has been a real turning point in recent
times, is the transformation of India from being
a consumer of information to becoming a
provider it. This was evidenced in December
2018 when the Indian Ocean Region – Information Fusion Centre (IOR-IFC) was inaugurated
by the Indian Defence Minister at IMAC. By
inviting partner countries to send liaison officers
at the IOR-IFC, India has reaffirmed its commitment to maintaining good order in the regional
maritime commons. As the network of likeminded countries expands, it will go a long way
in improving the quality of MDA both for national security and regional stability purposes, as
well as in meeting future challenges to maritime

security in the region.

The nature of the maritime domain is quite different
from others. Land boundaries divide whilst maritime
boundaries unite. Maritime domain is therefore rightly
termed as ‘global commons’, security of which is importance to every nation. However, this very inclusive nature of the maritime domain means
that at no stage can one rest on its achievements.
Threats will continue to evolve so as to try and
defeat security systems and processes. Technology
that has largely underpinned the progress in the
effort to build comprehensive regional MDA is
available in equal measure to those who aim to
disrupt legitimate human activity on the seas. It
is also counter-productive to approach the issue
of maritime security from singular country focused perspective. It has to be a more comprehensive process that brings all the nations in IOR
together, in contributing, sharing and utilising
the available information to everyone’s common
good. This also means that maritime information
systems will continue to expand in scope, and all
participants need to be able to leverage technology, as well as evolve processes and protocols to
keep ahead in this game. There is also the issue
that MDA is the proverbial ‘back-end’ of maritime
security operations and therefore not as politically
attractive for large financial outlays. 26/11 jolted
India into action and others should draw lessons
rather than await their own challenges. Since
MDA underpins all national and regional efforts
to ensure security upon the global commons, it
needs a collaborative approach. The extent to
which the Nations of the IOR realise this, and
can synergise their individual efforts, will determine the future of the regional maritime order
and security.
Commander Prakash Gopal [Retired] is a veteran
of the Indian Navy and a PhD candidate at the University of Wollongong, Australia. He can be reached at
pgopal@uow.edu.au.
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Part-II

Political Economy of Reinventing
Bangladesh Railway

Transition from Colonial System to the Sovereign, Economic,
Technological, and Digital Solution
Dr. Jamaluddin Ahmed

2.1.5 Joint costs…

In the railways industry, joint costs
are largely associated with train operations and occur
when producing
one good or service produces another good or
service. For example, if the wagon can attract a regular load in both
directions then the wagon movement cost is joint
between the two traffics. Similarly, if a locomotive
and crew is scheduled to haul a container train
in one direction and return with an intercity passenger train, these costs are joint between freight
and passenger services. Joint costs cannot be attributed unambiguously to each beneficiary service or traffic because reverse movement is still
required and costs are incurred even if one service
or traffic is no longer operated. Fortunately, joint

costs are becoming rare. Now, passenger services
are more segmented into service types and fixedformation trains operate services in both directions. Similarly, a much higher proportion of
freight services now operate two-way trainloads of
specialized wagons for coal, containers, and oil,
among other cargoes. Therefore, joint costs can
usually be ignored, except in unusual circumstances. For example, unless costing is undertaken at a micro level such as a specific train, or
freight customer movement. Next, the three main
uses of traffic costing are discussed here: financial
contribution analysis; commercial management; and
railway pricing policy. Each is important to the financial sustainability of railways.
2.3 Financial Contribution Analysis:

This technique of railway management accounting measures service- or traffic- level financial performance. Total revenue is compared with costs
for each service or traffic to establish whether the 
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revenue from the service covers the cost. Three
main cost thresholds that are commonly measured and compared with revenue are below.
These thresholds are defined in box below, which
indicates their significance and primary uses.
Short-run variable (avoidable or incremental)
avoidable costs Long-run variable (avoidable or incremental) costs. Fully allocated costs (FAC)
(sometimes referred to as ‘fully distributed’) The
most important of these thresholds for guiding
railway commercial service or traffic-level decisions is long-run variable cost because it includes
any and all costs relevant to the decision. Longrun variable costs are the costs that should vary depending on the decision to be made, which may
be related to time period to which that decision
relates (such as the duration of a particular traffic
contract).

agreements may pre- vent management from
matching human resources to demand, or management deficiencies may sustain the mismatch
of resources to changing activity levels. Should-be
long-term variable cost should always be included
in long-run variable cost estimates to avoid the
risk that any management rigidities will become
self- reinforcing and distort commercial decision
making. In some state railways, the short-run variable cost threshold is the standard used in commercial decision making. This leads to a
proliferation of services/traffics that make a positive contribution above short-run costs but consistently fail to re- cover their long-run costs. The
FAC threshold is a benchmark rather than an actual ‘cost’, as it includes an allocation without
basis in cost causality.

However, if all individual railway services and trafThe word should is significant because some vari- fics cover only long-run variable costs, a revenue
able costs are rendered invariant through institu- shortfall will still occur in total railway costs. Retional rigidities. For example, restrictive labor viewed across all traffics, FAC indicates the over- 
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all revenue necessary for the railway service mix
to recover total costs. The FAC threshold is useful
in certain situations, such as to negotiate government compensation for meeting public service
obligations. This begs the question as to how pricing policy should actually ‘allocate’ these costs, a
question addressed below:
Costing concept

tribution analysis can help railway managers identify areas of potential improvement in financial
performance. Typically, the analysis contains
three types of information: on amount of each resource attributable over the long run to operating
the service or traffic (a), unit costs of each resource (b) total cost of each resource used (a*b).

Railway Costing Thresholds and Their Main Uses
Cost description

Costs that could be avoided in the
long-term if a specified existing service
or traffic were discontinued or incremental costs that would be incurred if
a new specified service or traffic were
added to existing operations. Includes
the costs of all the capital, material,
and human resources that could be
saved or resource increments that
would be incurred, allowing for a reasonable period for re- source adjustment.

Short-run variable Costs that could be avoided in the
(avoidable or incre- short-term if a specified existing servmental) costs
ice or traffic were discontinued or incremental costs that would be incurred
if a new specified service or traffic
were added to existing operations.
Short-run variable costs include only
costs that vary in the short-term with
traffic level, typically fuel/energy and
materials costs.

Fully allocated (or Long-run avoidable or incremental
fully distributed) costs of a specified existing service or
costs (FAC)
traffic, plus an allocated share of those
joint and common costs so the sum of
the costs allocated to each service add
up to total railway costs.

2.3.1 Commercial Management Actions….

Uses

Long-run variable cost is for an individual service
or traffic the key financial performance threshold, which, when compared to revenue, indicates
whether and how much the service or traffic is
making as a positive long-term financial contribution to the railway. Individual components of
long run variable cost indicate to commercial
management where operating efficiencies can be
sought that will reduce cost of that service or
traffic, thereby improving its long-term financial
contribution. When the most efficient long run
variable cost is attained, it is the normal floor
price to be applied to a traffic or service.

In limited and specific circumstances, may be
used as the floor price for a service or traffic that
is available to the railway only for a short period;
typically one that would have little or no impact
on railway capital or labor re- sources.
Warning: Short run variable cost should not be
used for normal business planning or pricing decisions; this leads to the accretion of traffics at
prices that erode long-term profitability, and sustain institutionalized management myopia.

Useful in compensatory pricing situations, such
as PSO negotiations, to indicate the average
markup required to add to long- run variable
costs to ensure the service or traffic contributes
to railway joint and common costs.

Knowing the cost structure of a service or traffic
Contribution analysis can improve railway finan- enables railway managers to identify potential
cial sustainability. The long-run variable cost cost efficiencies for improving financial performschedule generated by costing and financial con- ance. The analysis highlights where cost efficiency 
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gains can be achieved by reducing the resources
used (a) or reducing unit costs of those resources
(b), or some combination of the two. Chapter 11
of the toolkit identifies many of the ways in which
railways can seek to improve financial performance through these means. Assuming revenue remains unchanged, management action to reduce
the cost will increase the positive financial contribution of profitable services and may turn unprofitable services to profitable. Pricing policies
can also influence the contribution from the revenue side.
2.3.2 Railway Pricing:

According to pure economic theory, to maximize
overall economic welfare for the whole community, the most economically efficient pricing approach would be for prices to equal the marginal
social costs of railway services. As a practical matter, no railway in the world does this for the reasons stated here. In economic theory, the concept
of ‘margin’ is a very small unit of output, such as
a single passenger seat-km, or wagon-km of
freight. In practice, the increments of output in
which prices can realistically be set are much
greater, i.e. for a class of service, a class of trains,
a regular commodity movement, or a particular
freight shipper; Railway costs that are variable,
particularly in the short term, are less than total
costs, so that pure marginal cost pricing will lead
to financial losses. Even long-run marginal cost
pricing is insufficient to recover all railway running costs when all fixed common and joint costs
are included. In virtually all countries, railways’
main transport competitors do not include external costs in their prices. This negates the assumption underlying the economic theory—to charge
social costs only in the rail sector would create perverse outcomes. Therefore, the pure economic
theory has little practical application in railway
management. In practice, there is no prescribed
or standard form of market-based pricing for railways. Good railway managements adapt pricing

practices to their markets, customers, institutional arrangements, pricing regulations, and the
social and economic norms in which they operate. Nevertheless, the economic concepts are important in guiding workable principles that can
contribute to railway financial sustainability in
freight and passenger markets.
2.3.3 Freight pricing:

Competition should be the primary determinant
of rail freight pricing strategies, not costs. Most
railway infrastructure costs are fixed in relation to
an individual traffic movement during the currency of rail freight contracts, so any infrastructure cost allocation to individual customers is
largely technically arbitrary. More than a century
ago, railway economist William Acworth observed:

‘Volumes have been written to show that railway
rates ought to be based on the costs of
carriage...such a basis is impossible, as no one
knows, or can know, what the cost of carriage is.
Cost of carriage of a particular item may mean
the additional cost of carrying that item; this is
normally so small as to be negligible. It may mean
the additional cost plus a fair share of the standing costs of the organization... an arbitrarily estimated proportion of a sum that can only be
ascertained very roughly (W. Acworth, 1905).

Basic principles of commercially efficient rail
freight tariff setting are well established and have
been used by competent railway managers since
the nineteenth century. The rate set should be
the highest that the market will bear, taking account of prices charged by actual or potential
competitors, except under special circumstances,
such as the need to nurture a new service. This
rate should at least cover a price-floor of the longrun variable costs of carrying specific traffic for
the duration anticipated.

The economic formulation of this practical and 
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already established approach to railway pricing
was provided in 1927 by mathematician Frank
Ramsey (F. P. Ramsey F.P., 1927). To paraphrase,
the railway should mark up its long run variable
costs to individual customers in inverse proportion to their price elasticity of demand…. Elasticity of demand is measured as the percent change
in the quantity of demand di- vided by the percent change in the price. A customer that is sensitive
to the price and will reduce the quantity demanded by
more than the change in price has an elasticity of demand greater than 1. A customer that will reduce the
quantity demanded by less than the change in price has
an elasticity of demand less than 1. So customers with
a low elasticity of demand (such as coal producers) will
be charged a higher markup than the customers with
high elasticity of demand (such as container shippers).
Railway marketing managers cannot know the
precise elasticity of demand for each customer,
but railway marketing staff should have sufficient
information on customers and competition to estimate the effect of prices on customer volumes.

The general principle of commercial pricing is to
establish a price that will maximize the service’s
contribution to railway fixed costs; the corollary
is that the railway should not price below longrun variable costs. By contrast, ‘average cost pricing’ also known as fully distributed or fully
allocated cost pricing, in rail freight distributes
fixed common and joint costs over all traffic.
However, average cost pricing can depress demand in some traffic segments, thereby reducing
overall traffic and creating higher fixed cost burdens for remaining traffic. In (exceptional) cases,
where the railway does have significant market
power, the ‘market’ may be a regulatory body. The
railway freight provider’s general market-based
pricing philosophy should still prevail. Typically,
the railway will attempt to allocate as many costs
as possible, but ultimately, the regulatory body decides on which costs the user industries will bear.

2.3.4 Passenger service pricing:

The so-called ‘Ramsey pricing’ matched to individual customers or commodity groups has practical application in most freight markets, which
comprise an identifiable and limited number of
customers. However, in passenger markets, railway market pricing aggregates customers by pricing options based on individual features such as
service class, travel times, or ticket purchase restrictions, and passengers select for the cheapest
prices that fit their traveling needs. Railways can
set price offerings by considering load factors for
each train and station pair—some- times using airline-style yield management software—and conducting extensive market research to respond to
customer demand levels with desirable ticketing
packages that maximize revenues from seat sales.
Thus, most passenger pricing is highly centralized
by the service provider and service offerings are
analyzed intensely to determine overall revenue
and ridership impacts. However, underlying this
very pragmatic system of continuous adjustment,
the economic concepts that support financial sustainability in passenger services remain the same:
pricing above long run variable costs should be
inversely related to demand elasticity, and priceservice packages should be tailored to meet customer needs more effectively than competing
alternatives. Therefore, railway passenger marketing managers must fully understand the competitive environment and the demand elasticity of
passenger sub-markets within market segments.
Tariff structures should be designed to maximize
overall revenue yield from the seat capacity on
offer.

Typically, railway passenger services can be divided into major segments for service planning
and management—inter-city, regional (sometimes
segmented by sub-region) and suburban services
(sometimes segmented by city). Each segment may
have a different tariff structure, and within each
segment, individual trains may carry passengers 
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travelling at first class premium fares and those
travelling in more basic accommodation or with
less flexible ticket types at discount or concession
fares. To be financially sustainable, the schedule
of services for major service segment should aim
to recover their long-run variable costs, and collectively, all the segments must recover overall
fixed costs allocated to the passenger sector. If this
were always feasible, it would be convenient.
However, railway passenger financial modelling
indicates that it is rare for passenger train services
to operate without long-term budgetary support,
even at efficient input-cost levels and with optimal pricing circumstances (Amos and Bullock,
World Bank, 2007). Inter-city railway passenger
services often fail to recover their long-run variable costs (a negative financial contribution) and
rarely cover their FAC from the fare-box alone, except on the densest inter-city rail corridors. The
cost-recovery challenge is even greater for heavily
‘peaked’ suburban services or less heavily utilized
regional services. In many countries, it is impossible for a single passenger railway route to make a
positive contribution above long- run variable
costs and many barely cover short-run costs. As a
result, for most passenger and mixed-use railways
in the world, financial sustainability depends on
receiving some budgetary support. Chapter 8 of
this toolkit discusses effective implementation of
government support that is justified or politically
necessary for social or other reasons.
2.3.5 Infrastructure network access pricing….

If the railway network owner is separate from the
train operator, the railway-pricing paradigm alters
somewhat. The paradigm alters even more if competition exists among freight train operators because train operating companies have less
opportunity to distribute access charges among
customers according to their ability to pay. Competition eliminates the operating company’s ability to mark up the track access charge if customers
have a choice of train operating companies, or the

ability to run their own trains. Therefore, the economic challenge of recovering railway fixed costs
rests entirely on the infrastructure company, for
whom most costs are fixed. So-called ‘network access price’ is a misnomer if the network and train
operations are separated but under common public ownership without real competition in train
operations. The ‘price’ is often simply a politically
determined budgetary allocation of the infrastructure company’s costs between freight and passenger sectors; the level and pat- tern of services
provided bears no relation to the ‘price’ of access;
and if the sectors cannot afford to pay their allocation, it is paid by the government to the companies, or picked up as an infrastructure company
deficit by the government.

Infrastructure charges differ by country, but the
system is most well developed in the EU where
charges are a legal requirement.

Multiple approaches share common components:
(i) capacity-utilization based on train path use; (ii)
gross-tonnage over the track to reflect infrastructure wear and tear; and (iii) ancillary charges for
infrastructure company services such as power
supply, stabling, or rescue. Charges usually differ
by train type and route standards, generally reflecting cost and market considerations that are
difficult to disaggregate. In Germany, for example,
passenger and freight train track access is subject to a
common basic tariff framework; pricing ‘factors’ result
in different tariff rates. DB Netz terms and conditions
for network access are published in the German Federal
gazette and on the Internet, and include a detailed list
of tariffs for train paths and for the other facilities and
installations
(http://www.db.de/site/bahn/en/business/infrastructure__energy/track__infrastructure/prices/prices.html).

The German track access charging policy aims to
recover a high proportion of railway infrastruc- 
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ture costs from train operating companies. The
train-path tariff system has a three-part modular
design: Basic price for route category and utilization
level: 12 route categories are grouped by infrastructure performance standard and transport importance. Basic prices are increased by a 20 percent
premium on routes with very high utilization.
Train path products (product factor): the ‘basic’ price
may be multiplied by other factors that depend
on whether the company is operating freight or
passenger train service or seeking to purchase
other service features or levels (that differ for passenger and freight services). Special factors: a series
of multiplicative, additive, or regional factors such
as those for steam trains, extra heavy freight
trains, or tilting passenger train technology. The
tariff system imposed by DB Netz and approved
by regulatory authorities is designed to reflect the
costs of providing and maintaining infrastructure,
train path standards for performance levels, degree of utilization, and market differences between passenger and freight trains’ ability to pay.
Using the tariff tables above, tariff calculations
are straightforward for any train operating company track access for a specific train type or service on a particular route.

origin/destination, stops, and operating timetables. However, ARTC has committed to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
that it will not charge different prices to different
clients for similar service characteristics; or if applicants operate within the same end-market.
ARTC agrees not to discriminate pricing between
privately owned or government owned train operators. All negotiated tariffs are published.

While there are many models to choose from, this
toolkit generally supports the simplest system that
is compatible with a country’s aims and circumstances. Some fundamental questions are: how
much to collect from railway users and how much
from budgetary support; how much of the fixed
infrastructure cost burden should be borne by the
freight sector as opposed to the passenger sector
without creating an effective tax on one sector to
support the other; whether the parts of the network being priced are operating at or near capacity; how far to impose ‘take-or-pay’ on train paths
that are reserved but not used; and how to design
charges for international train movements so that
each country involved obtains a fair share of the
overall access charge and avoid creating incentives
for each country to maximize its position and so
The Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) collectively to discourage international traffic
publishes a list of reference tariffs for track access (Louis S Thompson, 2004).
on each of its routes. The reference tariffs are
based on a fixed component (referred to as a ‘flag2.3.6 Principles of Ramsey pricing
fall’) per train for each route, plus a variable element that depends on the gross ton-km of the In theory, the economic benefits of Ramsey prictrain. Since the fixed element reflects route ing apply to a separated rail infrastructure comlength, it is distance-related rather than a true pany as much as to a vertically integrated railway.
‘flagfall’. As in Germany, this distance-based com- But, the practicality of Ramsey pricing is greatly
ponent is affected by train speed. The fixed com- reduced with a separate infrastructure company.
ponent is for a reserved train path and is payable Infrastructure companies deal with train operatby the customer regardless of whether they use ing companies not freight customers, and are rethe train path. The reference tariffs relate to a mote from the detailed market information that
specified service performance standard. Individ- would allow managers to price to market. Moreual customers can negotiate for specific needs or over, Ramsey pricing may also now be less acceptservice characteristics that vary from the reference able. Most separated railway infrastructure
assumptions on axle loads, speed, train length, companies do not apply Ramsey pricing in any 
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substantive form. In other words, a freight train
hauling same number of gross tons of coal or general freight on a given train path often pays exactly
the same, even though demand elasticity with regard to track access prices is likely to be much
lower for coal than for container trains. Indeed,
since marginal cost to the infrastructure company
is so similar, it is unclear whether regulatory authorities would permit differentiated charges. Further- more, using Ramsey pricing, the price-to-cost
ratio in less elastic markets would be much greater
for infrastructure than in an integrated company
because track- access charges are a fraction of total
freight charges. Where economists may see justifiable price differentiation, regulators may see
price discrimination.

station infrastructure. Some estimates suggest
that, once the entire supply chain for rail services
is taken into account (e.g. including train manufacturing, catering services etc.), the economic
footprint of the rail sector in Europe extends to
2.3 million employees and €143 [The Economic
Footprint of Railway Transport in Europe (CER,
2014)] billion of Gross Value Added (some 1.1%
of the total) . It is also critical to the EU strategy
for improving economic and social cohesion and
connectivity within and between Member States,
including through the further development of the
TEN-T rail corridors, and is expected to play a
major role in the reduction of carbon and other
emissions from transport. The development of
the sector has been encouraged over a period of
more than 20 years through the implementation
of an extensive legislative framework, including
three major packages of legislation, and a fourth
package currently being considered by the European Council and Parliament.

Therefore, the venerable principle of Ramsey pricing may be weakened by placing its full burden
on rail infrastructure charges rather than the total
freight rate. If so, and other things being equal,
vertical separation may have made it more difficult to maximize infrastructure utilization and to
recover infrastructure fixed costs. Countries that 3.0 White Paper (2011), Roadmap to a Single
pursued vertical separation are hoping that sepa- European Transport Area….
ration allied to greater competition in rail service
will generate greater use and revenue for the rail- Towards a competitive and resource efficient
way network. Will potential economic benefits transport system, envisages much greater use of
from competition in services outweigh the dilu- rail transport in the future. More specifically, the
tion of economic benefits from Ramsey price dif- White Paper includes a number of rail-related obferentiation and the transaction costs of jectives supporting a more efficient and sustainable transport system for the EU, in particular:
separation. This remains to be seen.
30% of road freight over 300km shifting to other
modes by 2030, and 50% by 2050; Completion
2.3.7 Cost and Contribution of the Rail Sector- of the European high speed rail network by 2050,
Study on the Cost and Contribution of the Rail and maintaining a dense rail network in all MemSector (2015) European Commission Directorate ber States; By 2050 the majority of medium-disGeneral for Mobility and Transport, Final Re- tance passenger transport should go by rail; A
port, European Commission]. The rail sector fully functional TEN-T core network by 2030,
makes a substantial contribution to the European with a high quality/capacity network by 2050;
Union (EU) economy, directly employing Connection of all core network airports to the
577,000 people across passenger and freight op- rail network (ideally the high speed network) by
erations and the provision of track [(Statistical 2050; Deployment of the European Rail Traffic
Pocketbook 2015 (European Commission)] and Management System (ERTMS); The establish- 
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ment of the framework for a European multimodal information, management and payment
system by 2020; and Full application of user
pays/polluter pays principles in transport. However, while the rail sector has achieved significant
volume growth in recent years, rail’s modal share
remains below expectations, accounting for only
6.6% of passenger km and 10.8% [(Statistical
Pocket book, 2015 (European Commission)] of
tonne-km within the EU28 in 2012. These average shares reflect a wide range of experience in
different Member States, but are generally considered symptomatic of an overall lack of competitiveness driven by insufficient investment and
inadequate customer- focused innovation across
the EU (notwithstanding that the sector also absorbs at least €36 billion of public funds annually,
some €80 for every European citizen [Fourth Report on Monitoring Development of the Rail
Market (European Commission, 2014)]. As a result of these and other factors, rail has failed to
challenge the dominance of road in both freight
and passenger transport and, despite the considerable growth of high speed networks, has been
unable to arrest the small but steady increase in
the share of short to medium distance passenger
transport taken by aviation since the mid-1990s.
Moreover, ongoing constraints on the availability
of public funds following the financial crisis are
expected to reduce the traditional resources available for rail investment in a number of Member
States.

Therefore it is opportune to look in depth at how
different national rail systems have performed
over recent years, and to learn from the best how
to improve the efficiency of railways. Efficiency
gap analysis….This section describes our approach to comparing the efficiency of national
rail systems and presents our findings. First, it describes the analytical framework that we have
used to assess the relative efficiency of different
systems. It then explains how the analysis was applied in practice, and the approach taken to re-

fining the selection of rail industry inputs and
outputs subsequently used to define the core efficiency scenario selected for assessment. Finally,
the chapter presents a summary of results for the
most relevant combinations of inputs and outputs. From a national perspective, an efficient
railway is one which maximises outputs and minimises inputs while providing the desired level of
service. Within a cluster it should therefore, in
theory, be possible for Member States to influence the drivers of costs and/or revenues such
that individual railway systems deliver the same
level of efficiency as the ‘best in cluster’. Example
which shows a stylised relationship between output and efficiency. In this example economic entities a and b (which could be different national
rail industries) are producing the same level of
output, albeit with different levels of capital and
staff productivity. Entity c, on the other hand, is
able to combine inputs more efficiently and is
therefore able to generate a greater level of output
for a given level of inputs. It operates on the efficiency frontier, which defines the level of output
that can be achieved by ‘best in class’ railway systems using different combinations of input (given
the available technology).

In this example, and throughout the remainder
of this section, the efficiency frontier is defined
relative to the observed levels of output relative
to input for the Member States included within
the analysis. It may be the case, however, that the
observed efficiency frontier from our sample of
Member States is not the efficiency frontier for
the wider population of rail systems across the
world. This may arise, for example, due to missing
observations in the efficiency analysis e.g. by including additional countries we may observe that
EU Member States still have room for improvement. The results of this exercise, therefore, represent the scope for relative efficiency
improvement compared to observed efficiency
within the sample of EU Member States. Further 
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efficiency gains may be achievable which are not
captured in this study. Various techniques are
available to assess the comparative efficiency of
national rail systems…. For the purposes of this
article, we used data envelopment analysis (DEA),
a non-parametric technique that relies on linear
programming analysis. Given a set of inputs (e.g.
rolling stock units, track-km) and outputs (e.g.
passenger-km, tonne-km), DEA fits an efficiency
frontier which envelops the data. In comparison
with other techniques, DEA has the advantage
that it does not assume a functional form for the
efficiency frontier, nor a distributional form for
the data. It therefore avoids the potential bias of
selecting the wrong functional form or distributional assumptions.

DEA can compute the efficiency frontier either
as output-orientated (maximising outputs for a
given level of inputs), input-orientated (minimising inputs for a given level of outputs) or through
mixed approaches called ‘graph measures of efficiency’. EU Study on the Cost and Contribution
of the Rail Sector Final Report have carried out
our analysis under input-orientated settings, as
this mirrors the logic used to build the scenarios
(Merkert et al, 2010, p.40) identified for assessment. Once the efficiency frontier is determined,
we calculate the inefficiency score as the distance
between each data point and the frontier, with
Member States on the frontier assigned a score of
unity. In addition to measuring efficiency under
an assumption of constant returns to scale (CRS),
we have also provided estimates using a variable
returns to scale (VRS) approach. The later
method allowed us to isolate the impact of size
on efficiency and thus extract a measure of ‘pure’
technical efficiency irrespective of the size of
Member State being considered. VRS has been
chosen as our preferred approach, and the measure of technical efficiency reported is broken
down into two components - “pure” technical efficiency and the effect of scale.

3.1 Total capital productivity….

A developed two DEA models to explore the
characteristics of total capital productivity (defined as including both track, freight train and
passenger train related inputs simultaneously
within a single data envelopment model). The
first was a static model which only took account
of the relative performance of Member States in
2012. The rationale behind this model was to understand how well Member States are able to
combine both track infrastructure and rolling
stock assets to deliver both passenger and freight
outputs. Under an assumption of variable returns
to scale, half of the Member States included were
considered to be on the efficiency frontier. This
is a function of the large number of both inputs
and outputs that are included within the analysis
and the fact that individual observations are
therefore more likely to be captured by the efficiency frontier (which is expressed in a large number of dimensions). As can be seen with the
exception of Poland, Member States in cluster C
appear to perform particularly poorly against this
specification of inputs and outputs. A second
DEA model was developed using identical input
and output measures, but which included observations from 2010 to 2012, chain-linked using a
Malmquist Index . The purpose of this test was
to examine the stability of technical efficiency coefficients through time. In-line with a number of
modelled but un-reported DEA assessments (considering both three and six-year time horizons),
the results of this model showed that coefficients
were largely static through time and could not be
used to discern efficiency trajectories.
3.2 Passenger efficiency….

Examined passenger efficiency by limiting the
input measures used to track kilometres and passenger rolling stock, and the output measures to
passenger kilometres. While the results are
broadly as expected, with primarily higher-income 
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western European Member States dominating the
efficiency frontier, the presence of Estonia on the
frontier was surprising. Upon inspection of the
results generated under an assumption of constant returns to scale, we observed that Estonia is
the least efficient Member State. It is likely, therefore, that the very small size of the Estonian passenger network (delivering just 235m passenger
kilometres in 2012) means that scale effects are
having a significant (and potentially spurious) impact upon the technical efficiency score for the
country under an assumption of variable returns
to scale.
3.3 Freight efficiency…

The freight efficiency model is a direct parallel to
the passenger efficiency model in that the inputs
are track kilometres and freight wagons, and the
only output is tonne kilometres. As shown in Figure 5.4, the best performing Member States are
all relatively small, Northern European countries
and, given the dominance of Russian transit
freight it is unsurprising to see two Baltic States
represented. There is no discernible trend in
freight technical efficiency by cluster, although
Member States in clusters B and C perform less
well than those in clusters A and D.
3.4 Track utilisation….

Out of five of the six Member States on the efficient frontier generated by this model are higherincome western European countries, all of which
procure a large proportion of their passenger services through public service contracts (this proportion is lower in Luxembourg due to the
importance of international services). It is, therefore, unsurprising that they demonstrate high levels of track utilisation. The presence of Latvia on
the efficient frontier is notable since we might expect this to be a result of the scaling process when
considering variable returns to scale. However,
under constant returns to scale both Latvia and

the Netherlands are on the efficient frontier. This
result is highly likely to be the result of the intensity with which freight traffic uses the rail network
in Latvia. Despite having the third most disperse
network in the European Union (measured by
rail network length per capita), the Latvian rail
network conveys more than double the quantity
of freight per capita than its nearest rival Lithuania, and twenty times that of France.
3.5 Train utilisation…..

As seen it is notable that a very large number of
Member States are on the efficiency frontier in
the train utilisation model. In the case of some
Member States, this is because the variable returns to scale assumption identifies the cost minimising size of rail systems and then limits the
comparison between Member States to those
within a similar distance from the optimum. In
contrast to many of the other models, however,
in this case many large Member States are perceived to be operating at a level of output beyond
the cost efficient level and therefore exhibit decreasing returns to scale. If their operations were
smaller, i.e. they delivered fewer train kilometres,
they would be able to operate more efficiently.
Under an assumption of constant returns to
scale, only smaller Member States (Denmark,
Sweden, Netherlands, Latvia and Lithuania) can
be found on the efficient frontier.

This result suggests that further work to investigate
the optimal size of rail networks may provide insights on the mechanisms and policy levers
through which greater efficiency can be achieved.
In the presence of diseconomies of scale there may
be a case for horizontal and/or vertical separation.
It is notable, however, that the UK rail network in
aggregate exhibits diseconomies of scale despite
considerable horizontal separation. The observed
outcome may, therefore, be a feature of co-ordination failure, coupled with extensive public service
obligations that require the provision of services 
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on sparsely utilised sections of the network.

The findings of the data envelopment analysis
have extended our understanding of the performance measures obtained through the analysis of
KPIs. They provide an estimate of the efficiency
gap between best and worst performing Member
States (both across the entire dataset and within
clusters) across a range of scenarios. As discussed
further in Chapter 6, the ‘total capital productivity’ model discussed here will be used to define
the core scenario used in the scenario assessment
exercise. They also support the rationale for selecting those Member States that are used to estimate output and employment multipliers.
Further details are provided in the following.
3.6 The Need for Recasting Accounts….

Currently BR does not follow the commercial
principles of preparing the Financial Statements
in line with the best practices applied in the StateOwned Enterprises. The methodology used by
BR to do its accounts has served well as a government entity so long as government earned sufficient tax revenue to provide for a socially
desirable service such as railways, especially to passengers, under a monopolistic transportation
market. The accounting procedures were well understood within the organisation but translucent
to the outside world. Lenders and investors from
whom BR has to raise funds now and in the future require financial statements in line with standard procedures laid down by the Institute of CA
Bangladesh. Railways all over the world have been
considered an important element of infrastructure, and governments of the day have played important roles in the organisation of railways. In
recent times competitive forces from other modes
of transport have diminished their distinctiveness
but not their importance as essential modes of
transport. If government had enough money, it
could continue to run railways in the same way
as it has done in the past 50 years i.e. providing

grants and subsidised loans from the Consolidated Fund of Bangladesh. But today, the problem faced by BR is two fold. First, the government
itself is in a financial bind. Second, BR needs a
large amount of investment urgently to keep
going because it has lived on borrowed time in
the last decade by under-providing for capital
stock. Misallocation of investment in the second
half of the 1990s as described in the last chapter
is hampering operations, which makes it imperative for BR to source funds from other than government sources. If railways have to attract funds
from external sources, accounts need to be in the
format that is understood by lenders and investors. Moreover, advantages of a standard set of
accounts are that they serve as tools: (a) for monitoring by management, (b) for the owner to ensure that his investment is performing and (c) for
outside capital providers to evaluate efficiency of
capital. The key for all stakeholders is to provide
a time tested mechanism which will allow them
to compare IR with other enterprises i.e. the same
standards that the rest of the world uses.

Apart from this, other reasons to recast BR’s accounts according to the provisions of Bangladesh
GAAP are: First, the existing system of accounts
does not give a true and fair financial picture of
IR: one that could be easily understood by a
trained chartered accountant or a financial analyst. To give an obvious example: in the absence
of depreciation provisions in the balance sheet,
nobody can ascertain the net block of BR. Similarly, the data are not presented in a way in which
one can ascertain labour productivity or employee
cost. Equally, there is no clear separation between
revenue and capital, or between top of the line
and below the line. These and many other reasons make IR’s accounts unintelligible to anyone
other than those in the BR and in the ministry.
Second, for any organisation of the size of BR,
there has to be tight financial discipline and targeting. The present accounting system precludes
that. For instance, the accounts do not allow 
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managers to set revenue and other operational
targets whose returns can then be measured
against the corresponding cost of capital. In this
system it is difficult to set up cost and profit centres that would then communicate the right incentives down the line. Third, it is important for
BR and the Railway Board to know how the organisation would fare if its accounts were presented as per the Indian GAAP followed by
companies incorporated under the Companies
Act. Finally, BR’s survival as a provider of transport services to the growing Indian economy depends upon substantial infusion of investments.
These cannot be financed out of the organisation’s surplus. Moreover, they are far greater than
what the fiscally hamstrung GoB can provide as
annual additions to ‘capital-at-charge’ year-afteryear in perpetuity. Hence, it is imperative for BR
to source funds in addition to the annual allocations from the central budget. Unfortunately, no
outside investor will be willing to commit funds
on the strength of BR’s balance sheet without
knowing the expected return on capital. For that,
investors will insist on a transparent, readily interpretable set of accounts. Even to access capital
in the medium-term future, when IR has to borrow funds from outside, it must have accounts
that lenders can understand.

least 1924. The existing system has been found
deficient by all official review committees.
Whether BR is privatised or remains perpetually
in the hands of GoB is irrelevant to the need for
injecting transparency in the way in which financial statements of BR are exhibited.
4.0 Status of Technology and Availability of Resources

The areas considered for discussion with regards
to the status and availability of technology, include, High Speed Operation, Heavy Haul, Signalling and Traffic Management System,
Safety-related, Security related, and Passenger
Comfort-related.
4.1 Technologies related to High Speed Operation:

High-speed operation will need development of
many associated technologies, some of which are
along with availability of resources. High-speed
operation is a technology well proven in Europe
and in countries like China and Japan. It involves
development of a large number of associated technologies, which can be purchased from proven
sources. However, they could be prohibitively
costly and may not be sustainable in the long run
It is worth emphasising that none of these rea- for maintenance. Initial import followed by insons has anything to do with privatisation. Nor is digenous development for long term sustenance,
it being claimed that recasting accounts according like the strategy adopted by China, is advisable.
to Bangladesh or international GAAP is a prelude
to privatisation. The rationale for recasting is
4.2 Technologies related to Freight Operation:
quite different. BR operates entirely in the nature
of commercial going concern. Therefore, its ac- Heavy haul is considered to be one of the most
counts should reflect that reality in a manner efficient methods of increasing freight throughwhich is readily understandable by the financial put, if proper technology is applied. Under this,
and investing community. Recasting is driven by many technology areas need to developed, includthe need for greater financial transparency, for ing, wagons with higher payload to tare ratio, use
the shareholder to know how efficiently money of higher axle load, use of long trains with radio
is being spent, and for being used as a dynamic controlled distributed power (RDP), use of long
managerial tool. This indeed has been the objec- trains with wired distributed power (WDP) and
tive of various reviews of BR finances since at IT enabled freight operations management serv- 
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ice with end-to-end wagon tracking system.

resources. Accidents due to extremism and vandalismThis is a requirement which is very difficult to im4.3 Technologies related to Signalling and Traf- plement. Suitable technology must be evolved to
fic Management System:
detect suspicious movements and extremist activities on the track. On the rolling stock side also,
The type of signalling and traffic management afsuitable surveillance mechanism must evolve to
fects the overall efficiency and safety of operation.
detect carrying of explosives and banned items.
European railways were the pioneers in evolving
This could possibly be developed indigenously
a standard for automation in this area–ETCS (Euwith available resources. Accidents due to fire-Betropean Train Control System)–which involves
ter designs to avoid fire and also detection and
provisioning in both trackside and on-board the
extinguishing technologies must be evolved.
vehicle. Depending upon this provisioning and
safety levels, there evolved ETCS levels 0, 1, 2 and
3. ETCS level 3, together with GSM-R evolves 4.5 Technologies related to security…..
ERTMS, which also has levels 1, 2 and 3 depending upon the nature of track to vehicle commu- A better surveillance and vigil mechanism is
nication. ERTMS is now a proven technology and needed to curb crimes in moving trains and stawould be needed in the future for Indian Rail- tion areas. Technological tools like the following
ways to achieve the planned objectives. This is should be considered: Development of on-board
complex, involves multi-disciplinary technologies, CCTV surveillance….real-time monitoring is posand needs huge investments. Developing totally sible by a police squad in a nominated area in
indigenous systems would take enormous time, every train, for instance in the guard’s van. In
but to sustain in the future, possession of this such a case, there is no need for police to patrol
technology with Bangladesh industries (even with the entire train in case of vestibule trains. Develforeign tie-ups) would be essential. To begin with, opment of systems that can be enabled by passenthis technology needs to be bought from proven gers in case of any security issues like terrorism
and banditry attacks. These systems can take a
sources with a phased plan for indigenisation.
snapshot and send to the on-board police control
room for quick action; New station designs for
4.4 Technologies related to safety….
better surveillance; New station designs for evacCoaches with better crashworthiness. Design of uation of public in the event of disasters caused
coaches with better crash worthiness, which is an by terrorists; New yard designs, which prevent acarea that would need outside support, at least in cess to unauthorised persons and/or facilitate rethe form of consultancy. Accidents at level cross- mote monitoring and policing; Systems (intended
ings- Highest numbers of fatalities over IR occur for installation at railway stations) for detection
due to accidents at unmanned level crossings. In of explosives, inflammables, etc; Ability of railway
ERTMS (The European Railway Traffic manage- coaches to detect the on- board presence of exploment) territories, interlocking of level crossing sives, inflammables, etc; Ability of rolling stock
would be taken care of as part of the basic require- to detect if explosives are planted on tracks or if
ment. However, many level crossings, due to its damage has been inflicted to track by terrorists
low traffic (train vehicle units), are not financially and transmit warning message to control centres;
justified. Alternative technologies must be devel- Ability of railway infrastructure/ inspection cars/
oped in such cases to avert accidents. This can trains to effectively detect and issue advance warnvery well be achieved indigenously with available ing if explosives are planted on tracks or if dam- 
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age has been inflicted to track by terrorists; Coach
design should facilitate efficient evacuation of
passengers in event of an explosion/ disaster; Securing transportation of strategic importance e.g.
defence supplies, emergency relief consignments,
etc. from terrorist strikes; Efficient system for security scanning of freight being received/ booked
for movement; Systems for detecting suspicious
activities in yards (i.e. planting of explosives on
coaches, wagons, etc.); and Tamper-proof design
of critical railway systems (e.g. rolling stock, signalling, relays, SCADA, etc.) All the above aspects
can be indigenously developed using available resources.
4.6 Toilets and other facilities:

There has not been any improvement in the design of toilets in trains. Efforts were made in the
past with some type of bio-friendly toilets and collect-and-discharge type toilets. This environment
friendly, low cost and robust technology, jointly
owned by IR and DRDO, is the first of its kind
in Railway Systems in the world. However because of the nature of traffic, duration and type
of logistics used are quite different in railway than
in aircrafts, a suitable technology needs to be developed to make toilets as familiar to that of an
aircraft. Multi-modal station designs and facilities
for persons with disability: Enough has not been
done to make the travel of differently-abled and
aged persons comfortable. The height difference
between the platform and carriage floor in many
stations, makes it difficult for aged and disabled
persons to enter and exit. A special carriage can
be designed and attached with every train and in
such a special carriage, a few seats/ berths can be
allotted for differently- abled and aged people.
Further, coaches can be developed to suit persons
travelling across the country for medical treatment. Even moving from one platform to another
at short notices, during sudden announcements
of platform change, becomes a nightmare.

4.7 Technologies related to energy management
and environment issues, Power supply arrangement:

The power requirement of a high-speed train is
enormous. Each power head may be of the order
of 6MW, and for a normal train configuration, 2
to 3 such units may be attached in one train, making the requirement above 12-18MW.The traction
substation capacity and spacing needs augmentation. Presently, single phase is used for traction,
and this may continue in future as well, till a path
breaking technology is developed to make the
present scheme obsolete. In order to balance the
grid, three phases are staggered and fed to the
OHE in successive substations. This requires creation of neutral sections in the OHE segregating
different phases. The driver is required to switch
off the loco circuit breaker before entering the
neutral zone and again switch on after passing the
neutral zone. This is becoming difficult even at
the present speeds of 130-140 km/h, especially at
night with poor visibility. It also adds stress to the
driver. For high-speed operation, an automatic
mechanism is needed to detect the neutral zone
and switch off and switch on the circuit breaker
without the intervention of driver. But in this
case, there will be loss of power for some time,
which may affect the average speed; A better
method would be to dynamically shift the neutral
section so that there is no need to switch off the
locomotive power. Some countries have already
developed this technology. India needs to develop
and perfect it.
4.7.1 Energy efficient traction–more regeneration:

Energy efficiency must become the keyword for
design of any equipment. Every type of electric
traction rolling stock must have regenerative capability and feedback to the grid. The new generation fleet is being produced with regenerative
capability. Railways must review the useful life of 
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the old fleet of rolling stock and depending upon 4.7.4 Waste management for trains, stations:
the financial viability, develop suitable energy reKeeping Bangladesh trains and stations clean is
covery devices. This could involve changeover to
possible only by the use of appropriate technology.
a new type of converter for energy recovery.
Suitable technology needs to be developed and
waste must be re-cycled for generating energy. Tapping piezo-electric power (floors) for station energy
4.7.2 Captive development of renewable energy
needs: In busy railway stations like Dhaka,
sources/alternate fuels for traction:
Gazipur, Chittagong, Khulna, Rajshahi and SylAlthough Railways being known as one of the en- het, the principle of piezoelectric power can be
vironment friendly mode of transport as com- used for generating part of the station energy repared to roadways, there is a steady increase in quirement. It would be interesting to develop suitthe fuel bill. The second largest expenditure of able technology to derive piezoelectric power from
Indian Railways is fuel, both electric and fossil the floors of station area made of piezoelectric
fuels. Hence the need of the hour is to shift to- crystals. Simultaneous use of piezo-electric princiwards renewable sources of energy and alternate ple for deriving power for level crossings (for audio
fuels. Alternate fuels like Bio-diesel, CNG/ LNG visual warning) also may be explored. In this case,
are cheaper than diesel and have potential to re- piezo-electric mats may be kept between rail and
place diesel as a preferred choice for traction fuel sleeper or below the sleeper, allowing energy to get
stored during passage of the train. Use of comglobally. Suitable IC engines must be developed
plete renewable sources for station energy requireto take care of the alternate fuels.
ment… Bangladesh Railways should identify
stations, wherein the entire station energy require4.7.3 Development of Hydrogen fuel cell based ment is generated through renewable sources.
This can be done by designing a suitable multiple
locomotives/EMUs is another option:
source local energy grid for station applications.
Next generation vehicles are expected to be work- The energy sources, which may be connected to
ing on fuel cells. It would be advisable to initiate the grid, can include solar, wind and biomass
a technology development project of hybrid elec- (from the waste generated in the trains, station
tric-cum-fuel cell locomotives. The initial devel- area and surroundings). Computer assisted drivopment can be aimed at low power shunting ing and cruise control…This will bring in energy
engine or a rail car. Use of solar power for station saving and optimum time of travel.
lighting and ventilation… Progressively, the station lighting and ventilation must get shifted to 5.0 Roadmap of Railways Technologies-Capacity
solar power. Suitable technology and industries Augmentation:
are to be identified for achieving this objective. Between now and 2031-45, the passenger and
Smart railway energy grids… The traction power freight traffic in Bangladesh is expected to grow by
requirement is diverse and varies widely. It is dif- another 40% and 37% respectively. However,
ficult to maintain a constant demand pattern as while both passenger and freight traffic has shown
required by state electricity boards. In future, a phenomenal growth, the inputs have not grown at
separate smart energy grid may be developed, this rate. Though railways have evolved from steam
through which, better energy planning and man- to diesel to electric traction, and also adopted a
agement is possible.
uniform gauge policy (broad gauge), technological 
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intervention has been rather slow and also out of
pace with the global standard of development.
Technology intervention is needed in the following
key areas – maximum speed and average speeds of
passenger trains, average speeds of freight trains
and load carrying capacity of wagons.

of a night requiring sleeper facilities; (ii) Medium
distance involving four to five hours of travel (example business travel); (iii) Short distance commuting, involving less than two hours of travel and
including suburban and urban transport like
metro rail. For passenger capacity increment
under category (i) and (ii) above, following options
These above three key enablers will need further
are possible: Dedicated high-speed passenger cortechnology intervention in many associated disciridor, similar to ICE, TGV and 1 SHINKANSEN
plines, including- high speed trains with tilting
connecting state capitals, national capital, importtechnology, tracks suitable for higher axle load,
ant business centres and towns. Feeder services to
better payload to tare weight ratio, signalling and
this high-speed network using the existing rail concommunication systems for safe operation, use of
nectivity or by way of incremental additions. Raisenergy efficient systems, and other passenger
ing the maximum operating speed to 350 km/h
amenities and facilities. One of the following opand establish an average speed of at least 300
tions can be adopted in increasing the throughput
km/h. Please note that many countries, including
of passenger and freight trains: a) Developing an
China, have already developed this capability.
exclusive freight network, connecting major cenMake the passenger fare different for long distance
tres of business, originating points of minerals,
and medium distance travel to discourage
ores and ports. This will ease out the freight traffic
medium distance travellers from using long disfrom the existing mixed lines. Augment the existtance trains. Such variable fare can be linked with
ing network for higher speed, which must be used
availability of seats. During lean periods, if there
for passenger traffic and freight feeder service
is excess capacity in long distance travel, the same
only. b) Alternative to the above could be develcan be given at a subsidised rate. The above are
oping exclusive high speed passenger network cononly suggestive; however, the whole situation
necting state capitals, existing major railway
should be reviewed considering the socio-political
junctions, centres of business, and airports. In this
requirement.
scenario, existing network must be used predominantly for freight traffic and for passenger feeder
6.0 Strategy for Application Technology in Railservices. Two dedicated freight corridors between
way Transportation
Dhaka-Chottogram-Coxes Bazar and Dhaka-Rangpur-Dinajpur, Dhaka-Barisal-Patuakhali-Paira, Various aspects needing attention, while evolving
Dhaka-Jashore-Khulna-Mongla are to be built. In the strategy for rail technology development, esparallel, railways have also set-up another corpo- pecially in Bangladesh context, include but not
ration for building a high speed rail corridor limited to capacity to be created for the projected
traffic (both passenger and freight), transit times,
(HSRC). However, unless these two agencies plan
which is directly related with operational speeds
and build passenger and freight networks with
(maximum and average), safety of operation, seseamless integration and with due coordination curity of passengers and goods, punctuality, pasof the railway ministry, the future vision will not senger comfort during travel and changeovers and
be fulfilled. The latter option is preferred, as it will intermodal transit facilities.
cause least disturbance in changing over from the
present to the future. Passenger traffic has to be 6.1 Traffic Protection by 2031 and need for
Technology Intervention
dealt under the three categories can be mentioned
as: (i) Long distance travel involving a night or part Railway travel is very quite economical in 
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Bangladesh and normally passenger fares are kept
much lower than other modes of transport, thus,
making it a preferred mode for most of the low
and middle- income groups in India. Being directly under the ministry and its working capital
being made available from the consolidated fund
of India, it follows an administered tariff. Population rise is one of the important drivers for capacity addition in railways. By 2035, it is expected
that population will increase up to about 170 million from current (2015) figure of 200 million.
Hence capacity increase is a must for passenger
traffic across all categories– medium-to-long haul,
suburban and urban. This can be achieved only
through additional capital investment and adoption of appropriate technologies. Unlike in many
developed countries, Indian railways have a
mixed traffic, running both passenger and freight
trains on the same track. This type of operation
drastically reduces the average section speed and
through put. The average section speed is directly
related to the carrying capacity, be it passenger or
freight. This issue can be resolved in two ways –
either by reducing the speed differential between
passenger and freight trains, or by having dedicated passenger and freight lines. Having dedicated freight and passenger lines should be the
ultimate aim. While both passenger and freight
traffic have phenomenally increased since 1950,
as could be seen from the steep curves, rest of the
growth inputs involving capital investment have
remained almost stationary. Most importantly,
the running track km and route km have remained almost static. This also explains the reason for the present supply-demand crisis and the
consequent huge customer dissatisfaction. This
supply-demand gap can be addressed only
through appropriate growth inputs and technology intervention, both need huge investments.

other countries. However, the standard indicator
is the length in km, which includes urban/ suburban mass transport system. According to the International Union of Railways (UIC), Indian railways
to be counted as one of the best in the world, but
still lags behind the developed countries (United
States of America (USA), Germany, France and
Japan) in terms of route-km per square km or route
km per million populations served. United States
has over 3,00,000 route km owned by nearly 215
agencies including all types of lines, all 1435 mm
standard gauge. China has nearly 1,44,000 route
km comprising 3 gauges of 1435 mm (predominant), 1520 mm (Russian gauge) and 1000 mm
(metre-gauge) whereas, Russia has 128,000 route
km comprising 2 gauges of 1520 mm (predominant) and 1067 mm (cape gauge). India is at the
4th position with 66030 km of route length of predominantly broad gauge (1676 mm),

In terms of originating freight per year, there are
only four countries in the world that carry more
than 1 billion tonnes of originating freight per
year and these are – China, Russia, United States,
and India. Various key global technology areas
and trends are examined in this section, and compared with the current state of technology in
Bangladesh. Rail transport is used widely in many
countries.

In Europe and Japan, electricity is a major energy
source for rail, while diesel is a major source in
North America. Coal is also still used in some developing countries. In India, it is dominated by
diesel as major energy source for locomotives;
however, just around 33% of BR route km has
been electrified so far, on which, around 66.5%of
freight and 51% passenger traffic is hauled, the
fuel cost on electric traction remaining just 31%
of the total fuel cost.

The technology prowess of any railway system is
often gauged by their high-speed operation. Japan
was one of the pioneers of high speed technology
There are various parameters which can be meas- with its (Shinkansen) bullet train, initially running
ured while comparing the Indian railways with at a commercial speed of about 230 km/h. This 
6.2 Bangladesh vs Global Trends-Present and
Future Scenario
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was subsequently raised to 300 km/h and 320
km/h, and recently its maglev bullet train has
reached a speed of 603 Km/h. French National
Railways (SNCF) high- speed train TGV (Train of
Grande Vitesse) recorded a test speed of 574.80
km/h, on April 3, 2007. China, who started developments on high speed operation rather late,
soon overtook all the players by operating the
world’s fastest trains at 380 km/h. France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea and China are the countries in the elite high speed club. High speed is a
relative term, and today in the global context,
commercial speeds of above 300 km/h can be considered as a high-speed operation, though in Indian context, speeds above 200 km/h can be
treated as high speed. Recently the Bangladesh
Railways reached the maximum operating speed
of 160km/h from the earlier maximum speed of
140 Km/h. However, the average speed is
100Km/h, which is quiteless due to mixed passenger and freight traffic on same tracks. Bangladesh
Railways is now contemplating adopting highspeed operation by making dedicated high-speed
corridors. The speed of operation is expected to
increase further up to 250-350 km/h. From the
above, it is clear that Indian railways is far behind
many developed railways, however, this can be
overcome through expanding the capacities of the
railways as well through the adaptation and development of new and advanced technologies.
6.2.1 High Speed Passenger Operation……

According to UIC, “High speed rail is not only a
technical subject, but encompasses a complex reality involving various technical aspects such as
infrastructure, rolling stock and operations and
cross-sector issues such as financial, commercial,
managerial and training aspects”. In the
Bangladesh context, speeds of above 200 km/h
can be considered under high speed operation,
as it involves various special factors and procedures mentioned above. In railways, the iron
wheel translates the rotary motion into linear motion of the train through rail-wheel friction. Till

early 1980s, it was believed that the maximum
speed that could be achieved through rail-wheel
friction is 200 to 250 km/h. In order to break this
barrier, development happened in the field of
magnetic levitation, in which, the driving force of
the train is not transmitted through friction, but
through electro-magnetic force available through
linear motors, and the train floats on guides
while in motion. As the force and power requirements are quite large, needing huge currents, superconductivity is needed for reducing the losses.
The pioneering work was done by Japan and experimental models with tests speeds of close to
500 km/h were achieved. However, due to exorbitant cost of track, rolling stock and associated
technologies, maglev technology has not proliferated as a mode of rail transportation commercially. This could be the reason for many
countries in Europe and also Japan, to do further
research in the rail-wheel friction technology,
which resulted in increasing the speeds beyond
the earlier barriers and reaching 250, 300 and
350 km/h, and France (TGV) ultimately achieving the record test speed of 574.80 km/h in 2007.
In view of the above developments, in the
Bangladesh context, at least for the present and
near future, rail-wheel friction technology would
be the feasible solution for high speed commercial operation, though, this too is quite expensive.
Use of lightweight materials, designs providing
low aerodynamic drag, tracks with very low curvatures, use of onboard mechatronics to reduce
the forces while train negotiates curves (like tilting
technology, self-steering bogies etc) in order to
keep the passenger comfort and derailment coefficient within acceptable limits are some of the
mandatory requirements for high speed trains.
Jamaluddin Ahmed PhD FCA is the General Secretary of Bangladesh Economic Association, Former
member of Board of Directors of Bangladesh Bank, Former Chairman of the Board of Directors of Janata
Bank Limited and Former President of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh.
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Seeking Harmony in Diversity:
China’s Multi-ethnic Tradition
Li Jiming

A few days ago, I
came across an
amusing video online where some
foreign interviewees were given the
photos of several
Chinese female
celebrities
and
were asked to pick
one that each of
them thinks the most beautiful. Of course, the
interviewees picked differently, but almost all of
them raised the same question when they noticed
one of the photos that contained an actress from
Xinjiang, who is of Uygur ethnicity, “Is she also
Chinese? But she doesn’t look like one!” The
video was intended to demonstrate the differences in beauty standards between China and
other countries, but it also unintentionally revealed something immensely interesting – that
China is in fact far more diverse than it is generally considered to be, ethnically and culturally.

As Chinese President Xi Jinping said at the Conference on Dialogue of Asian Civilisations in
2019, Chinese civilisation has, since its early days,
evolved and grown by exploring new ground and
adapting to changes, and has become what it is
today through constant interactions with other
civilisations. This time, let’s take a dive into the
lesser-known tradition of multi-ethnicity of this
ancient civilisation.

A Multi-Ethnic Tradition

I guess many of you would be surprised to learn
that while the majority of China’s total population is made up of the Han ethnicity, there are in
total 56 officially recognised ethnic groups in
China, each having its own ethnic identity and
unique cultural traits. In China’s long history, the
country traded, collided, made peace, married,
shared knowledge and merged with such a variety
of civilisations that the Chinese culture as we
know today would be completely unrecognisable
if we remove all the foreign elements from its cul
tural DNA.
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For most of the time
in history, the Chinese civilisation was
highly inclusive of, or
even welcomed foreign cultures and exchanges. Thus came
the famous saying, “to
seek harmony from
diversity” (Qiu Tong
Cui Yi), as the Chinese people tried to
adapt to and work
out an order from the
Girls of different ethnic groups in China.
constantly changing
picture of their naethnic groups including Hui, Uygur, Kazakh,
tion’s cultural composition, whichever ethnicity
Dongxiang, Kyrgyz, etc.
they were from.

The same is true for modern-day China. After
thousands of years of co-existence, the 56 ethnic
groups have long merged into one inseparable
family who share the same national identity. According to a domestic survey on 6 ethnic groups
in the Xinjiang region, almost all participants
identify themselves as Chinese citizens, and over
75% of them choose Chinese citizens as their first
identity, before their ethnic or religious identities.
At the same time, all participants are proud of the
distinct ethnicity they belong to.

Xinjiang: the Pinnacle of Diversity

Probably no other place could represent the inclusiveness of the Chinese civilisation better than
Xinjiang. Located in the northwest of China, the
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region occupies a
vast area of 1.6649 million sq km, accounting for
one-sixth of Chinese territory. It is one of the
most ethnically diverse provinces in the country,
inhabited by 47 ethnic groups such as the Uygur,
Han, Kazak, Hui, and Mongolian. As the gateway
to central Asia and a transit hub on the ancient
To zoom in on Islam, it was first introduced to
Silk Road, Xinjiang has long been a converging
China in the early 7th century through the anpoint of various civilisations and religions, and a
cient Silk Road and became one of the major religions under the Mongol rule during the 13th vivid example of how China embraces diversity.
and 14th centuries, when large numbers of Per- Today, Islam is the most widely practiced religion
sian and Arabian Muslims settled in China. In in Xinjiang, with around 13 million Muslima out
the following centuries, the confluence of Islam of its 24 million residents, alongside other reliand Confucianism, a cultural and religious ten- gions like Buddhism, Taoism and Christianity.
dency of Chinese Islamic scholars to approach Historically, there had been believers of Zoroasand understand Islam in a Confucian context, be- trianism, Manichaeism, Nestorianism and
came an important cultural phenomenon in Chi- Shamanism spreading across this vast terrain, the
nese history. Today, around 25 million Muslims traces of which could still be found in the life and
are living in all parts of China, mainly from 10 customs of present-day Xinjiang. Thanks to its 
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unique and dynamic religious history, Xinjiang
acquired a gentle and unbiased temperament for
different belief systems which allows its numerous
ethnic and religious groups to live in harmony.

The region’s natural endowment and cultural diversity also make it one of the important agriculture centres in China as well as a popular tourist
destination. In 2019 alone, the region produces
over 80% of China’s cotton and received over
200 million visits from both domestic and foreign
tourists. Between 2014 and 2019, Xinjiang’s GDP
grew at an average of 8.0 per cent, the per capita
disposable income of urban and rural residents
rose by 8.6 per cent and 8.9 per cent year on year,
and nearly 2 million new jobs were created. From
2010 to 2018, the local population increased by
14 per cent while ethnically, the Uygurs had the
largest increase of 2.55 million, a growth rate of
25 per cent over the 8 years, significantly outpacing the national rate.

rorists attacked passengers at the Kunming Railway Station in Yunnan province, leaving 31 dead
and 141 injured.

The Chinese government was thus compelled to
take a hardened stance on terrorism and extremism, similar to that of the Bangladesh government
who follows a “zero tolerance” policy on terrorism
and moved decisively against any form of terrorism in a systemic manner. It also put forward a
series of preventative measures that aim to effectively dissolve any suspicious tendency in people
with relevant criminal records before it took
shape. The approaches are effective: there has not
been a single terror attack in Xinjiang in the past
4 years. Local economy booms, unemployment
rate hits new lows, infrastructure networks
quickly expand, and most importantly, people in
Xinjiang now have their once-under-threat safety
back.
Fabrications of the Western Media

In a way, extremists and terrorists are people who
delude themselves into believing they are entitled
The beauty of Xinjiang makes it all the more to exerting more power over other’s lives than
painful to look back on a period when the region they deserve and to dictating how certain aspects
was plagued by extremism and terrorism. Due to of life should be interpreted. This is arbitrariness
historical reasons and the surge in terrorism glob- in its worst form. And a similar arbitrariness we
ally after the 9/11 attacks, some separatist forces are now sadly witnessing in the actions of some
had been propagating religious extremism in the western countries, who decide to use human
region to instigate religious fanaticism and incite rights as a political tool against whoever they feel
terrorist activities.
disgruntled with. Xinjiang was unfortunately choIncomplete statistics show that from 1990 to the sen as an easy target as a result of its complex soend of 2016, terrorist forces launched thousands cial structures and less accessible location.
of terrorist attacks in Xinjiang, leading to massive The western media have long been making up stocasualties in civilian lives. The most notorious in- ries about Xinjiang far from the truth, stories like
cident took place on July 5, 2009, where thou- forced labour and sterilisation of the Uygur popsands of terrorists attacked civilians and police ulation, concentration camps, and destruction of
officers in Urumqi, the capital city of Xinjiang, mosques. When in reality, the Uygurs have one
causing 197 deaths and over 1700 injuries. The of the highest growth rate in population among
violence even spilled over to other parts of China China’s ethnic groups, hundreds of thousands
when in 2014, eight knife-wielding Xinjiang ter- got employment opportunities after graduating 
The Fading Shadow of Terrorism
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from local education and training centres, and the 24 thousand
mosques in the region are frequented by Muslims in their
daily prayers.

In particular, several research reports containing distorted facts
and blatant lies of Xinjiang were
widely cited by the western
media in an unscrutinised manner to accuse the Communist
Party of China of violation of
human rights. Yet nearly all of
the reports were published by the
same anti-China German scholar
Adrian Zenz, who is known for
his biased opinions and falsehood. And their content barely
withstands any close examination.

It is very unfortunate that some western media
seem to have developed the habit of jumping at
the first sign of any negative claim to make up fabricated stories about China. But essentially, all the
media fuss over Xinjiang and its Muslim population is predicated on a precarious assumption:
out of its 25 million Muslims and 13 million
Uygurs, the Chinese authority, with a serious intention to clamp down on religious activities or
conduct genocide, decided to randomly pick out
a small fraction (1 million if you believe the wild
guesses on media) to bully while letting the majority running around free and happy. The logic
simply doesn’t add up.

Ultimately, I believe the people of Bangladesh
are capable of exerting their own judgment to
discern between the media speculations and the
reality of Xinjiang, especially as Bangladesh also
shares the experience of coming under baseless
remarks from western media and politicians who
have no real understanding of the country’s
ground reality.

A Diverse Global Community

The true story of Xinjiang tells how China achieves
ethnic harmony and socio-economic development
by respecting and protecting cultural diversity and
following its centuries-old multi-ethnic tradition.
Again, as President Xi Jinping mentioned at the
Conference on Dialogue of Asian Civilisations, all
civilisations are rooted in their unique cultural environment, and each is valuable for being uniquely
its own. This belief constantly drives China and
the Chinese people to interact and communicate
with other civilisations with amity and equality.

The Famous African American writer Audre
Lorde once said, “It is not our differences that divide us. It is our inability to recognise, accept and
celebrate those differences.”As a devoted member
of the international community, China is committed to promoting exchanges and mutual learning among countries, nations and cultures
around the world, in order to build a community
with a shared future for mankind where diversity
is celebrated and differences are appreciated.

Li Jiming is the Chinese Ambassador to Bangladesh.
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‘Injection Safety’ – A Serious
Concern in Saving Lives
Md. Abdur Razzaq
Injections are the
most
common
healthcare procedure worldwide.
Some 1600 crore
injections are administered each
year in developing
and transitional
countries alone of
which, according
to WHO, 50% are unsafe resulting serious health
risks to recipients, health workers and the public.

identified as a key determinant of widespread
reuse of syringes and needles.

In Bangladesh, beside inadequate supply of safe
injection devices, lack of awareness and economic
constraint among health workers and recipients,
are the two major factors responsible behind
prevalence of extensive reuse of syringes.

While injections are administered for greater
healthcare interest, safety part of injection procedure has to be ensured so that it does not
harm the recipient, does not expose the health
care workers to any avoidable risk and obviously,
does not result in waste that is dangerous for
community.

More than 90% injections are given for therapeutic purpose while 5 to 10% are for preventive services including immunization and family planning. Observation reveals that adequate availability of
Administration of unsafe injection may cause dis- injection devices in curative services enhances injection safety.
ability and even death.
Reuse of un-sterilized injection device is responsible for transmission of life threatening viruses
like HBV (Hepatitis B Virus), HCV (Hepatitis C
Virus) and HIV (Human Immunodeficiency
Virus).

Provision of single use injection devices (One syringe for one injection) for prevention of infections with blood borne pathogens is very
cost-effective investment in health.

It is unanimously agreed that “Syringes with a
WHO estimates that unsafe injections transmit reuse prevention feature offer highest level of
8-l6 million HBV, 2.3-4.7 million HCV and be- safety for injection recipients.
tween 80,000 - 160,000 HIV infections each year.
As per observation/guidelines of global health auUnhygienic and inappropriate use of multi-dose thorities (WHO, UNICEF, UNFPA) and as manvials may also transmit blood borne pathogens.
ufacturer of relevant devices, our concern is,
Inadequate supply of safe injection devices was implementation of following two major goals 
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which needs adequate Government-support in
terms of policy and finance:

1. Prevention of transmission of life threatening
viruses like, HBV (Hepatitis B Virus), HCV (Hepatitis C Virus), HIV (Human Immunodeficiency
Virus) through providing adequate supply of syringes with reuse prevention feature.

2. Safety of Health care service providers and
community from undue risk and health hazards
due to inadequate supply of safe injection devices,
lack of proper sharps waste management and
awareness in general.

We appreciate that in conformity with the recommendations of global health authorities [WHO,
UNICEF, UNFPA], Bangladesh govt. through declaration of ‘National policy for Safe injection’ in
2004, strongly urged upon necessity of Auto DisAccording to WHO, 7 (seven) children die every
able [AD] Syringes to be used in our greater health
minute in least developed countries due to lack
care sector [curative, diagnostic and preventive].
of ‘Injection Safety’. This alarming situation deWe further appreciate that our Govt. is already mands effective measures to be undertaken on
procuring AD Syringe from GOB fund for ad- priority basis for implementation of our ‘National
ministering vaccines free of cost among neonates Policy for Safe Injection’.
of Bangladesh though it is only 3-5 % of total re- In Uganda, safe injection legislation came into efquirement of syringes in greater health care sector fect in June, 2007. Accordingly, no further impor[curative, therapeutic, diagnostic & preventive]. tation of standard disposable syringe is allowed

It is our pleasure to mention here that being an
ISO-13485:2003 and CE 1023 certified manufacturer, JMI Syringes & Medical Devices Ltd., with
the technical collaboration of ‘Star Syringe Ltd.,
UK, has introduced Auto Disable [AD] Syringe
for the first time in Bangladesh as the pioneer
manufacturer.

except Auto Disable (AD) Syringe.

‘Safe Injection Policy’ is now in place prior to legislation in Nigeria, Tanzania, Zambia, Ruanda
and it is proposed in Indonesia as well.

We are hopeful, govt. of Bangladesh and concerned
others will expedite their all-out efforts for implementation of the ‘National Policy for Safe Injection’
We also take pleasure to announce that with our at all level of our health care sector and thereby conlimited resources, we already initiated ‘awareness tribute significant role toward saving lives.
campaign’ on “significance of injection safety in
health” during our participation in ‘Asia Pharma Md. Abdur Razzaq, one of the distinguished business
Expo’ and ‘Meditex International Expo’ held at personalities and the Managing Director of JMI
“Bangabandhu International Conference Cen- GROUP. The JMI Group is one of the world renowned
tre” during 2005, 2006, 2008 and 2010 respec- and diversified global conglomerates of 32 companies
tively, where an enormous curiosity and interest with more than 7,000 highly dedicated and educated
workforces particularly in the healthcare services.
was observed among visitors.
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Weaponization of media
Syed Ishtiaque Reza

Technological
advancement
gives us great
hope to think
positively about
our future. Technology is there to
solve so many of
our greatest challenges. At the
same time, it appears to bring us
closer to a dystopian nightmare as the international media, social media, blogs and sites are
often designed for nefarious goals of propaganda
or bullying.

gang uses elite forces to kill their rivals.

This is not a simple move to malign Bangladesh.
Vetter we can say, a cunning and well-thought-out
disinformation and smear campaign by the news
channel not only against the Bangladesh government, but also against the Army Institution. Our
foreign ministry issued a quick response calling it
a politically motivated "smear" campaign which is
"false" and "defamatory". There was protest note
also from the Bangladesh Army.

It seems that the Qatar based channel has broadcast a ‘paid content’ in which British Journalist
David Bergman, who was convicted by the
Bangladesh War Crimes Tribunal, has a prominent role. We are really surprised as to how a
globally known news channel could be misused
In this context we must deeply think about ways
by a convicted person in such a manner against a
and means to decide about damage-control exercountry.
cise when a country is deliberately targeted by social media sites and even by the famous global If a Bangladesh origin fugitive stays in Hungary
news channels. The question appeared very per- and France and if he invests millions of Euros
tinent as the Qatar based media organization Al there, it is the duty of the EU authorities to take
Jazeera aired a documentary titled "All the Prime full cognisance of this report. From the editorial
Minister's Men" recently targeting Bangladesh’s point of view the so-called investigative report
prime minister and the Chief of Army Staff. The failed to interview a single EU official on this serious allegation. If a wanted man lives in
channel even threatened to do more.
The excerpts of the documentary – (1) gang close Malaysia, where is the opinion of the country’s
to Bangladesh Army Chief and the prime minis- interior ministry?

ter extracts bribes from government contracts, (2) In fact, Bangladesh is watching the anti-Awami
Bangladesh bought mass spying equipment from League and anti-secular bias in the channel's news
Israeli company based in Hungary and (3) the content for a long time. For far too long, Al 
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Jazeera has imitated itself as the mouthpiece of
fundamentalist non-secular forces in Bangladesh.
The channel questioned the process of
Bangladesh government’s effort to try the war
criminals. It reported an incident of violent clash
between police and militant Hefajot e Islam activists with fake visuals and exaggerated death figures.

disinformation about Bangladesh. The most
alarming thing is that the news channel even
repackages the contents regularly produced by
anti-Bangladesh activists. Those contents are
there on social media for a long time.

Bangladesh can file a defamation sue against the
news channel that now threatens the stability of
the country. It is evident that the contents outThe latest documentary has established that the lined in the report reflect a pre-occupation of the
channel’s Bangladesh related contents are taken media house with maligning Bangladesh.
over by a powerful and wealthy anti-Bangladesh
We believe the campaigns are sure to fail if
quarter based in Europe and the Middle East. Al
Bangladesh can put forth irrefutable evidence, exJazeera has become a propaganda broadcaster as
tensively documenting the news channel’s active
far as Bangladesh is concerned. It has taken a
clear position about Bangladesh’s present govern- planning, promoting, abetting, financing and exment, not based on journalistic priorities, but ecuting militant activities in Bangladesh. By
rather on the interests of that quarter. The thriller spreading such falsehoods, Al Jazeera or others
type documentary is all about politics, but not can neither cast a shadow on the development of
Bangladesh nor can divert the attention of the
journalism.
people in this soil from horrendous terrorist
But what is to be done if a famous channel plays
records of Islamic militants.
a role in supporting Islamist elements in a sovereign country? What Al Jazeera is doing is nothing Definitely there are greater challenges to resolve,
but weaponization of a media outlet. The content on an individual level. But it is crucial to think
is full of misinformation and doctored images tar- about our consumers. We can fight machines, but
geted the Army Chief and the head of govern- we need to have intelligent choices too to fight
propaganda.
ment.

The government can now chalk out its strategy to
face this channel that is aggressively promoting Syed Ishtiaque Reza is the Editor in Chief of GTV.
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Muktijuddho....
Akku Chowdhury

Sometime
it’s
hard, for me, to believe that this is
2021 and 50 years
ago some of us still
alive today, were
part of a transformation of a region
and curve out a
home for our people, our nation,
our Bangladesh. As I try to sit down to write,
words just don’t come out, because I never
thought 1971 was a past as it constantly keeping
buzzing in my head. Fifty years is a long time
when you come to think of it and I understand
because I have aged. Lots of details, names, incidences, actions, fear, gore and glory keeps coming
and fading out. It’s there in the hard disk but not
sure when or ever if the files will open. I am sure
like me those who were alive and living through
those nine months carry some memories that
keeps haunting them too. As we celebrate the
fiftieth anniversary of the liberation war we can’t
forget how from the ashes this country has
evolved like a Phoenix. The death and destruction that was left by the marauding Pakistani soldiers in the nine months war is unimaginable.
When I see the progress of the nation as a whole

compared to the time in the late sixties when I
was a high school student and demonstrating in
the streets of Dacca for equal opportunity as a citizen of Pakistan and today’s high school students
who can demonstrate for a safer road. The difference is 50 years ago I was fighting for my right to
exist as a human being, my right to access to equal
opportunity for education, jobs and scholarships.
Although I was supposed to be a Pakistani but
being a Bangalee the Pakistanis felt they were superior to me and had more rights than me. Today
my grandchildren are also protesting but for better governance, education facilities, better health
care, safer streets and social securities. Today’s
Children are born free in a country that is governed, guarded and secured by their own kinds. I
don’t need to go into socio-economic dissection
to show how much better off we are and that in
50 years ‘it’s a great achievement’. As a freedom
fighter I feel proud and Salute my fellow fighters
who did dare to rise to the occasion and responded to their conscience and marched to the
call of Joi Bangla.

After the dreadful night of March 25, 1971 when
the Pakistani Military unleashed the reign of terror on the innocent people of Bangladesh there
was no turning back. As far as I can recollect me
and my family were cornered at a relative’s home 
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in Paribag. On that fearful night after a tiring
days of demonstrations
what waking me up were
the sounds from flares,
bullets and shells flying
over our roofs. I saw the
fear of death in everyone’s eyes in the dim dark
room. Some are trying to
look out to see which way
the firing is coming from
but making sure heads
were down. I remember
the office of a Newspaper
behind
the
Sakura
Restaurant burning all
night. I was feeling angry
Freedom fighters on the battlefield in 1971.
and in silence cursing the
cowardly act of the Pakthat Bangabandhu was ready to guide us. I am
istani soldiers. The flags flying on the rooftop had sure not just like me most of my young friends
to be brought down and as I saw the green, red had made up their mind for the long haul fight
and golden map of Bangladesh shining by the ahead. We didn’t let that night scare us or coy
fires from the building next block being taken down to their muscle power. The Pakistanis misdown fearfully, I was becoming more determined, calculated the fish eating dark small Bangaless.
that there was no choice but join the resistance They also underestimated the charisma and love
in whatever form it comes to free ourselves as a for Bangabandhu by the majority of Banglaees
and their determination for emancipation. They
nation.
arrested Bangabandhu and shuttled him off to a
From the beginning of March 1971, once the Pak- Dungeon in Pakistan but his lieutenants and the
istanis abandoned the idea of handing over the people were briefed by him to fight on even in his
power to the elected majority Leader Banga- absence.
bandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, it was clear
there will be a confrontation. When Banga- After that fateful night Dacca became a haunted
bandhu declared on 7th. March that this is the city and people started leaving their beloved city
final struggle and we better be prepared to fight and homes. Most of the people of the then occuwith whatever we have for our freedom and our pied East Pakistan were already disappointed and
emancipation. The spirit of 71 was sowed on us disgusted at the highhandedness of the Pakistani
all freedom loving Bangales on that day. There- Military for postponing the National Assembly of
fore when I saw the madness and mindless terror- the elected representative and the final assault
izing of the innocent people by the Pakistanis it ‘Operation Searchlight’ not only a betrayal but an
was also clear to me they have declared a war and exposure of the true face of Pakistani rulers’ coloI must defend my motherland so it was reassuring nial mentality. As soon as the news of Dacca siege 
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spread the countryside rose in
unison against the Pakistani
Military.

Many young people like me
started going to India and join
the fight for our liberation war.
I and my friend Arif were a fortunate few to join them experiencing the life of a refugee in
another land, the pain of seeing such senseless killings and
atrocities, facing a life of the
unknown at the age of 18. The
During the Shahbag movement 2013 giving a paper replica flag of our liberation
Mukti Bahini camps, refugee’s
war to the little girl warming by the fire! A symbol of the spirit that we fought
with for our future generations emancipation!
camps or shelters all had the
look of horror, desperation
those days seemed like the biggest reward one
and hunger but there was no denial of their decould dream.
termination to return to the homeland after deWhen the Indian Forces joined ranks, in the befeating the occupying marauders.
ginning of December 1971, and the two profesThe training camps and the unit I was to fight
sional forces faced each other the Mukti Bahinis
with was filled with youth, not surprisingly,
were as fierce, and tactical and brave to fight
mostly from the working class and farmhands.
shoulder to shoulder with the Indian Army in all
The officers and few of us were the fortunate ones
fronts.
in those days to have gone to high schools, colleges or universities. It may sound striking that in We have earned our freedom and paid for it. The
my count hardly 10% of the fighters I met repre- liberation of Bangladesh have been earned by the
sented the privileged class of Bangless of the then people and as we reach the 50 years of our IndeEast Pakistan. It was not that they were forced to pendence it’s a pride to see in the heaps of our
join but were passionate to fight for their country minuses, as a nation, the pluses are not that few
because they saw a dream that Bangabandhu to neglect. When I see Bangladesh today and try
imagined as a land of ‘our own’ the ‘Shonar to recollect my days in 1970 I feel grateful to the
Bangla’. We all shared the same dream of liberat- freedom fighters who dared in 1971, salute my
ing our land from the Pakistanis so it evolves as a Comrades you can be proud of the land you
nation where every human being is unshackled fought for. We have a generation now that can
and emancipation for all is a birth right. The ca- lead us to Shonar Bangla by the year 2071. We
maraderie was incredible and still continue after won’t be here but our grandchildren will be able
so many years. Those days were filled with frus- to breathe and smile I am sure.
trations, joy, suspicion, fear and vigor. What kept Akku Chowdhury
us going was that we never questioned how long
will this fight go on for? Nor did we question the Joi71 JoiManush.
fact that one day it will be liberated even if I do
not see it. The pride of seeing the flags and Akku Chowdhury a veteran freedom fighter, Direcsinging Amar Shonar Bangla Ami Tomae tor of Liberation War Meuseum and former CEO of
Bhalobashi in a liberated piece of land during Transcom Foods Ltd.
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BRIEF NEWS

China unveils flight
simulator for AG600
amphibious aircraft

The aircraft, which has a reported range of up to 4,500
km, has the potential to carry 50 people or collect 12
tonnes of water in 20 seconds when configured for
aerial firefighting, according to the state-owned Xinhua News Agency.

Turkey’s ULAQ armed
USV prototype enters
sea trials

A screengrab from CCTV footage released in mid-February showing
the inside of the flight simulator developed for the company’s
AG600 amphibious aircraft. (CCTV 13)

Turkish companies Ares Shipyard and Meteksan Defence launched the first prototype of their ULAQ
weaponised unmanned surface vehicle (USV) in early
February, according to a joint statement released by
both firms.

State-owned broadcaster China Central Television
(CCTV) has released footage showing that the Aviation Industry Corporation of China’s (AVIC’s) Flight
Automatic Control Research Institute (FACRI) in Xi’an
has developed a flight simulator to train pilots of the
indigenous AG600 amphibious aircraft.

The prototype USV was launched in Antalya, where
Ares Shipyard is located, and an intensive period of sea
trials has been initiated. While the companies did not
disclose further details at the launch event it is understood that initial testing will focus on sea keeping, manoeuvrability, and other navigational matters.

In a news report posted online in mid-February CCTV
13 showed footage of the simulator being tested at an
undisclosed location but provided no further details.

The sea vehicle was initially expected to be launched in
December 2020 with the first live firings scheduled for
early2021. The companies acknowledged the launch
delay in their statement but asserted that the planned
live firings will proceed according to schedule.

Meanwhile, AVIC said in a separate announcement
that it is planning to complete construction of a third
prototype aircraft by the end of this year.
The latest developments come after the AG600, which
is still under development, conducted its first take off
from the sea on 26 July 2020. The move followed the
aircraft’s first waterborne take off on 20 October
2018 from a reservoir near Zhanghe Airport in Jingmen in China’s central Hubei Province and its first take
off from land, which took place in December 2017
from Zhuhai in southern Guangdong Province.
In May 2018 AVIC was quoted as saying that the
AG600 is expected to be available for delivery to customers by 2022. “We are endeavouring to get the airworthiness certification from the civil aviation
authorities by 2021 and deliver [the aircraft] to the
customers by 2022,” the aircraft’s chief designer,
Huang Lingcai, said at the time without naming any
countries as possible customers.

The ULAQ programme was first announced to the
public in October 2020, with development work being
funded by both companies since 2018. The principal
design studies and concept definition was completed
in 2018 and 2019, respectively, with prototype construction commencing in June 2020.

The 11 m-long ULAQ armed USV prototype seen on sea trials.
(Ares Shipyard/Meteksan Defence)
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In its current configuration the ULAQ USV measures
11 m long and can carry a payload of up to 2,000 kg.
It will also be capable of attaining a stated maximum
speed of 35 kt and an operating range of 215 n miles.
The prototype USV is armed with a four-cell Cirit
launcher and a pair of L-UMTAS missiles. The Cirit is
an infrared (IR)-guided 70 mm missile with a maximum range of 8 km, which is designed to engage softskinned stationary and mobile targets. In contrast, the
L-UMTAS is a long-range, laser-guided missile intended to defeat armoured threats out to a comparable range. Both weapons are supplied by Roketsan.

Sweden commits to future
GlobalEye buy

For the first time, Sweden has committed itself to a future procurement of the Saab GlobalEye AEW&C platform. (Saab)

Sweden will procure the Saab GlobalEye airborne early
warning and control (AEW&C) platform to replace its
ageing Saab 340 Erieyes, the country’s defence minister disclosed on 16 February.
Speaking during a Saab media briefing on Finland’s HX
fighter replacement programme, Peter Hultqvist, committed the Swedish Air Force (SwAF) to the GlobalEye
for the first time, while noting opportunities for Finland should the Finnish Air Force (FinAF) select the
platform alongside the Gripen E.
“There has been no formal Swedish decision on GlobalEye procurement, but that should be taken as our intent,” Hultqvist said. “GlobalEye is a very interesting
alternative, and a Swedish product. In a formal way, we
are not there yet.”
The minister’s comments came some four weeks after
he laid out his government’s defence plans as part of a
wider increase in national defence spending by more
than 40% between 2021–25. In January, Hultqvist
highlighted SwAF plans to replace its two Saab 340
Erieye platforms that have been in service since 2004.

At that time, no details for a possible replacement
were disclosed, though it was considered highly likely
that it would be based on the GlobalEye that features
the latest Erieye Extended Range radar technology.

UAE, Ukraine signs defence
collaboration agreements

Ukraine and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) have
signed a collaboration agreement that brings together
the defence industrial organisations of the two countries.

During a visit by Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelenskyy to the UAE on 14 February, an agreement was
signed by Ukraine’s UkrOboronProm and UkrSpecExport and the UAE’s Edge group. According to a statement by UkrOboronProm, the agreement will “facilitate
the exchange and development of advanced technologies by the three parties, with the prospect of investments worth more than USD1 billion.”
Tawazun Economic Council CEO Tareq Abdul Raheem
Al Hosani told Janes that “This agreement between
Ukraine and the UAE reflects a commitment to encouraging international collaboration within the defence sector. All three parties will benefit from
government-to-government and industrial partnerships that are designed to support our efforts in developing an agile defence and security industry”.
Edge Group CEO Faisal Al Bannai said in a statement
that: “Edge places a strong emphasis on joint development and collaboration…. We are excited about the opportunities for the UAE and Ukraine to collaborate,
exchange, and mutually benefit from one another’s
military and technical capabilities.”
An Edge spokesperson had not responded to a request
for further information at the time of publication.

Ukraine’s UkrOboronProm and the UAE’s Edge have signed a
collaboration agreement valued at over USD1 billion.
(Ukrainian Presidency website)
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Indian Navy receives third
Kalvari (Scorpène)-class
submarine

India’s Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited (MDL) has
handed over to the Indian Navy (IN) the third of six
Kalvari (Scorpène)-class diesel-electric attack submarines (SSKs) built under license for the service at
the Naval Dockyard in Mumbai.
An acceptance document for the 67.6 m long boat,
which is named Karanj , was signed on 15 February by
MDL and Rear Admiral B Sivakumar of the IN’s Western Naval Command. Senior IN officials told Janes the
following day that the SSK, which was launched in late
January 2018, is likely to be commissioned in the first
half of March.

The submarine, which is part of the IN’s INR235.62
billion (USD3.24 billion) Project 75 programme, is expected to join INS Kalvari and INS Khanderi, which
were commissioned in December 2017 and September
2019. The fourth and fifth submarines of the
class, Vela and Vagir, were launched in May 2019 and
November 2020, and are expected to enter service in
2022.
The sixth and final submarine, Vagsheer, is in an advanced stage of construction and is likely to be
launched in 2021. All six Kalvari-class boats are expected to be in service by late 2022 or early 2023, according to IN sources.

Philippine Air Force
displays recently
acquired aerial assets

The PAF displayed several of its recently acquired aerial assets during a 12 February visit to Clark Air Base by President Rodrigo
Duterte. The assets included S-70i Black Hawk helicopters, A-29B
Super Tucano aircraft, a C-130H transport, as well as Hermes 900
and 450 UAVs. (Philippine Air Force)

The Philippine Air Force (PAF) displayed a number of
its recently acquired aerial assets during a visit by
President Rodrigo Duterte to Clark Air Base, northwest
of Manila, on 12 February.
The service said in a statement that the assets inspected by the president include one second-hand
Lockheed Martin (Lockheed) C-130H transport aircraft acquired from the United States, six Polish-made
Lockheed Martin/Sikorsky Black Hawk multirole helicopters, six A-29B Super Tucano trainer/light attack
aircraft acquired from Brazilian manufacturer Embraer
Defense & Security, as well as six Hermes 900 and
four Hermes 450 unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
from Israel’s Elbit Systems.
The transport aircraft is one of two refurbished C130Hs being acquired by the PAF under the US Excess Defense Articles Program, with the second one
slated for delivery later this year. The S-70is, which
were delivered in 2020, are the first six of a total of 16
ordered by the PAF in 2019, with Manila announcing
on 4 February that it has also approved the procurement of at least 15 more such helicopters to replace
its ageing Bell UH-1 ‘Huey’ helicopters.

Karanj, the third of six Kalvari (Scorpène)-class SSKs ordered for
the IN, is seen here during its launch ceremony in Mumbai on 31
January 2018. The submarine was formally handed over to the
service on 15 February 2021. (Indian Navy)

The six A-29Bs were ordered in 2017 and officially inducted into service in October 2020. As for the UAVs,
the latest announcement confirms that at least six of
the nine Hermes 900 and all four of the Hermes 450
UAVs ordered by the PAF are operational.
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Indian Army leases
four Heron TP UAVs
from Israel

USAF EMSO strategy due
later this year

The Indian Army (IA) has leased four Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI) Heron TP medium-altitude, long endurance (MALE) unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for
potential deployment near India’s disputed border with
China, along the Line of Actual Control (LoAC) in the
Himalayas.
Official sources told Janes on 15 February that the
lease for the unarmed UAVs was signed around midJanuary under the ‘emergency powers’ granted by
India’s federal government to the military chiefs in
June 2020 as part of efforts to speed up the acquisition of materiel needed to overcome equipment shortfalls amid the ongoing military tensions with China.
The IA and India’s Ministry of Defence (MoD) declined
to comment on the lease for security reasons but the
New Delhi-based Security Risks Asia defence management consultancy claimed the contract is worth an estimated USD200 million.
Industry sources said that the lease period is three
years, with the proviso of extending it by another two
years.
The lease of military equipment by India was formally
permitted under provisions incorporated in the Defence Acquisition Procedure 2020 (DAP 2020), which
was released in September of that year.
Thereafter, the Indian Navy (IN) leased two nonweaponised General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc
(GA-ASI) MQ-9B SeaGuardian MALE UAVs from the
United States to monitor the Indian Ocean Region
from naval air station INS Rajali in south-eastern India.

The Indian Army has leased for Heron UAVs from Israel (similar to
this one) for potential deployment near India’s disputed border with
China in the Himalayas. (IAI)

US Air Force (USAF) Chief of Staff General Charles
Brown is pressing the service’s top brass to complete a
new overarching battle plan for electromagnetic spectrum operations (EMSO), electronic warfare (EW), and
information warfare by this northern spring, which will
influence the air service’s budget investments for
EMSO in the coming fiscal years.
“I am putting pressure on [air] staff to make sure we
deliver, because that strategy is going to lay out …
where we are headed and where we are taking the air
force, including in the electromagnetic spectrum and
the operations we need to do in that arena,” Gen
Brown said of the spring 2021 deadline for the new
EMSO plan. The general declined to comment on the
specifics of the burgeoning strategic plan but did note
the service’s efforts would likely be reflected in the air
force’s spending blueprint for fiscal year (FY) 2023.
“I really see that [FY] 2023 will really give us more opportunity [in EMSO] … and we are going to have to
make some tough choices,” he said. “In some cases, operating in the electromagnetic spectrum can be
cheaper that some of the other things we can be
doing, and that is the balance we have to make,” Gen
Brown added, noting the USAF’s investment roadmap
for EMSO and other air force priorities for FY 2022
have been finalised, but could be amended at the request of President Joe Biden’s administration.
That said, one of the major thrusts of the air force’s
new internal EMSO strategy will be to shift the enterprise away from stove-piped, legacy systems into more
integrated and technologically agile solutions, he said.
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US Army assesses AI-enabled sensor-to-shooter
system

merged into a visual COP that identifies points of interest, including potential targets, civilian locations,
friendly forces, and enemy positions via laser
rangefinder-like end-user device, and in soldier’s
weapon scopes equipped with the Fire Weaver application.

Airlines ground Boeing 777s
after Denver engine failure

The US plane manufacturer Boeing has recommended
grounding dozens of its 777 aircraft around the world
after one of the jets suffered an engine failure.
The plane, carrying 231 passengers, was forced to return to Denver airport on February 20. No injuries
were reported.
US army units assessed a new artificial intelligence
(AI)-enabled sensor-to-shooter and battlefield situational awareness system by Israel-based Rafael Advanced Defense Systems, as part of a key army field
assessment of advanced combat technologies.
Officials from Rafael and its US subsidiary, Rafael Systems Global Sustainment (RSGS), demonstrated the
Fire Weaver system during the service’s Army Expeditionary Warrior Experiment 21 (AEWE 21), according
to a company statement. Army leaders overseeing
AEWE 21 provided programme officials an operational
assessment team and a platoon of soldiers to support
the demonstration of the Fire Weaver system.
Designed around an open, modular software suite, the
Fire Weaver application merges “with existing battle
management systems and other tactical computing
devices… [supporting] ground combat capability with
enhanced situational awareness”, in GPS-denied environments, company officials said in the statement.
Aside from networking combat management platforms, the system integrates data collected from sensor systems deployed in an area of operation
“providing a shared understanding on a fully digital
common operational picture (COP)”, company officials
added.
After the sensor and battlefield management data is
compiled and merged into a COP, via Fire Weaver’s AIenhanced software suite, that picture is then transmitted to end-user devices distributed among tactical
commander, forward deployed units, and formations.
Leveraging augmented reality technologies, the data is

United Airlines has grounded 24 of its 777s, while
Japan's two main airlines have suspended 32 jets from
use.
In total, Boeing said 128 aircraft with the same engine
as the Denver plane should be grounded.
"While [an] investigation is ongoing, we recommended
suspending operations of the 69 in-service and 59 instorage 777 aircraft powered by Pratt & Whitney
4000-112 engines," the company said in a statement.
Pratt & Whitney said it had dispatched a team to work
with investigators.
According to the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), United is the only US airline flying this model
of 777, with the others being in Japan and South
Korea.
United Flight 328, bound for Honolulu, suffered a failure in its right-hand engine, the FAA said. Debris from
the jet was found scattered over a nearby residential
area after it returned to Denver airport. – BBC. g
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